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A. IIUrban sprawl is dominating parts of Christchurch. Current land-use and growth plans 
allow this to happen, consistently releasing greenfield land for development to meet 
housing demands. This sprawled pattern of development is inefficient for promotion 
of sustainable transit, as housing layout and travel distance factor its demise. This 
has been driven by a city-wide reliance on private automobiles. Since the introduction 
of automobiles to Christchurch, urban form has manifested into vast low density 
neighbourhoods. Since the earthquakes of 2010/2011, peripheral townships are receiving 
an influx of new residents – with housing subdivisions as a result. These are spread out, 
disconnected and lack community feel. Retail centres with massive car-parks dominate 
the ‘commercial heart’ of these towns – deterring pedestrians. Getting to these towns 
causes traffic congestion during peak times, and provides an issue for residents who 
must balance costs between travel and living.
This project aligns transport and its urban effects, investigating Christchurch’s current 
transport network and urban situation, examining the city’s automobile aligned growth 
patterns. It challenges the current transport proposals designed to keep the city moving. 
It will investigate public transport, and opportunities that lie in prioritising it, not only to 
relieve traffic issues, but also to reconsider urban growth patterns. It investigates how 
better access to transit, contributes to creation of community-oriented urban areas. 
The proposed scheme focuses on one of Christchurch’s main growth areas – the 
Southern Corridor, and hones in on Rolleston, a peripheral township receiving 
considerable sprawled growth. It explores how rethinking the current transport network 
affects Rolleston positively, culminating in a design for a transit-focused town centre, 
considering modern technologies to create a public space. Thus, aligns the network with 
urban interventions providing the best answer to alleviating current growth patterns. It 
examines in detail, the intervention’s opportunities and effects it may have.
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INTRODUCTION
FIG. 1. THE OLD CITY: 

ChristChurch Cathedral 
& Chalice, Cathedral 
Square.INTRODUCTION



FIG. 2. WIGRAM SKIES 
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT: 

One of many examples 
of car-based housing 

subdivisions under 
construction in Greater 

Christchurch.
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Christchurch is experiencing a post-quake shift. People are moving to newly 
established areas outside the Christchurch City limits, driven by the effects of the 
earthquakes of 2010/2011. Growth is occurring to both northern and southern peripheries 
of Christchurch. Land southwest of Christchurch is attractive due to perceived safety and 
stability, plus the semi-rural ‘disconnected’ lifestyle has become fashionable. Current 
growth plans such as the Greater Christchurch Urban Development Strategy (UDS)1 and 
the Land-Use Recovery Plan (LURP)2 have prioritised the need to develop peripherally, 
with greenfield land being developed into housing subdivisions in great quantities, due 
to their increased popularity among young families and first home buyers. Consequently, 
towns and suburbs in the southwest of Greater Christchurch have experienced 
considerable population growth, evidence shows that it is growing rapidly.3

Like many considerably sized urban developments, good access to, and around 
them, is fundamental for all people. Currently, a major factor ‘impacting’ this growth is the 
prioritisation of road transport. The focus on private cars without suitable alternatives 
affects all parts of suburban and Greater Christchurch. Identified as ‘car-based sprawl,’4 
attributes include big-box shopping centres with large car parks, an overall lack of 

1  Canterbury Regional Council, “Greater Christchurch Urban Development Strategy Update” (Canterbury Regional Council, 
August 2016), http://greaterchristchurch.org.nz/assets/Uploads/5243-PLAN-Urban-Development-Strategy-Update-Aug2016-SCREEN-
Final.pdf.

2  New Zealand et al., Land Use Recovery Plan = Te Mahere Whakahaumanu Taone., 2013.

3  Statistics New Zealand, “Subnational Population Projections: 2013(base)–2043” (Statistics New Zealand, February 19, 2015)., 
Pg., 6.

4  Galina Tachieva, Sprawl Repair Manual, 2 edition (Washington: Island Press, 2010).{\\i{}Sprawl Repair Manual}, 2 edition 
(Washington: Island Press, 2010, Pg., 5.

INTRODUCTION.
PROJECT OUTLINE

1.1
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density with semi-detached housing with double garages, wide roads and footpaths, 
and large walking distances - making it ‘forcibly’ appropriate to drive. The growing 
demand for houses brings an influx of more private cars. Therefore, more cars are going 
to be travelling to key destinations daily, such as the CBD, adding to the number of cars 
already utilising the main access routes. To address this issue, the routes along State 
Highway 1 are currently undergoing upgrades, designed to accommodate the demand. 
Consequently, due to this car-orientation, Christchurch’s public transport network falls 
short of expectations and is highly underutilised, with several factors leading to its 
demise. The network has been simplified and cut down in both size and frequency, due to 
the decline in ridership. Greater Christchurch exhibits opportunities in the face of transit 
infrastructure, such as established corridors, tram lines and a rail network. However, 
these are underutilised and the prioritisation of road transport continues to dominate. 
Transport proposals (Christchurch Transport Strategy,5 Regional Land Transport Plan6), 
emphasise importance of transit, but still focus on road transport. Considerable road 
projects feeding Greater Christchurch, are not a clear long-term solution - particularly 
if cars remain ‘business as usual’ into the future. Consideration of successful transport 
alternatives must be achieved to ‘shift’ future urban development from cars, and focus 
heavily around dense transit routes. The design intent of this project, begins to tackle 
these issues – challenging the problem of a car-dependent society by integrating modern 
and reconsidered public transport systems into the centre of everyday life. Integration 
of these systems, will be into a new civic area in a town currently more concerned with 
consumerism over community.

5  Christchurch City Council, Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan, 2012, https://www.ccc.govt.nz/assets/Documents/The-
Council/Plans-Strategies-Policies-Bylaws/Strategies/ChristchurchStrategyTransportPlan2012.pdf.

6  Canterbury (N.Z.) and Environment Canterbury, Regional Land Transport Plan 2015-2025., 2016, http://ndhadeliver.natlib.
govt.nz/content-aggregator/getIEs?system=ilsdb&id=1800877.
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

This research project aims to emphasise the importance of providing access 
to efficient public transit. It aims to raise awareness of the long-term consequences of 
sprawl in Christchurch, and exposes the transport-land-use-cycle, intending to identify 
the issue, before it gets out of hand. This project aims to align public transport with 
urban growth, through design of a transit station as part of a master-planned public/civic 
space. Aiming to investigate how these centralised stations can be different – through 
implementation of alternative design elements and technologies. The station is not a 
station as it used to be, it can be a civic centre; a place of civic pride where transit lies 
next to education, recreation, tourism and retail without barriers such as rails, platforms, 
fences and gates. Transit can be part of one big open space, full of activity for people of 
all ages.

In the not-too-distant future, the civic centre will be a place where you leave 
your electric car to be recharged while you travel to the city in a fast, clean and amenity 
providing train/tram. On your return, you arrive at a place with a sense of civic pride; not 
just a platform by a busy urban centre. Good architecture celebrates your arrival and 
departure from your home town that has grown to become a beating heart instead of a 
place occupied by malls and car-parks. 

1.2
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QUESTION

This aim, intends to provide residents with space to work, live and interact within 
proximity of a wider transport network. It aims to turn current planning around, and 
involve community at the heart of future development. It will build on current proposals, 
identifying plans instigated by political and financial motives that ‘avoid’ the actual 
problems. This project, aims to shift societal attitudes on public transport by improving it 
and encouraging it, radically demonstrating the potential it can have on local urban areas, 
exemplifying benefits when utilised extensively. 

Using Christchurch’s Southern Corridor, how can a 

transport oriented, multi-use interchange, positively 

respond to transport issues present in Christchurch’s 

greater urban growth, whilst refocusing development 

patterns?

1.3

Q.
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Research of History and Context

Firstly, identifying the solution begins with looking at what caused the problem 
to occur. In depth analysis of Christchurch’s history, it’s transport history, context and 
earthquakes, help inform what got the ‘snowball rolling’ (sections 2-4). By investigating 
Christchurch’s urban form, it exposes the ‘evolution’ of transport influenced urban growth 
– contributing to the sprawling city causing development of peripheral satellite towns 
such as Rolleston. Evaluation of Rolleston’s history and context, determining why it 
was inaugurated and it’s intended purpose, helps to tell a clear story of its early stages, 
substantial earthquake-driven growth and poor urban design. It also links how significant 
the influence of a larger city, being Christchurch, affects the destiny and fate of a satellite 
town like Rolleston. 

Research of Existing 

Secondly, exploring existing transport infrastructure, helps form solutions from a 
transport aligned perspective (sections 4-5). Exposing Christchurch’s transport issues 
due to car-based urban growth/earthquake effects; particularly the underutilisation of 
rail infrastructure in Christchurch. Identification of congestion, capacity and location 
leads to the research of the existing road-based public transport network. Analysing 
Christchurch’s public transport network exposes social attitudes against it, however, 
potentially uncovers new opportunities, to aid in forming attractive solutions to change 
this. A considerable amount of research will be placed on ‘current events’ – allowing the 
research to be an up-to-date reflection of the current social, economic, demographic and 
transport situation.

METHODOLOGY1.4

1.4.1

1.4.2
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Research of Proposed

Thirdly, viewing Christchurch as an ‘unfinished project’ is fundamental. The 
proposals and plans in place, could affect outcomes considerably. It is key to research 
and critique these proposals, identifying aspects influencing transport, that could be 
considered further. It potentially exposes ‘patterns’ leading to the favouring of road 
transport and road based urban design. Therefore, providing solutions that build on 
proposals is key.

Research Through Text

An investigation of relevant formal literature would be conducted associating 
public transport networks and ‘sprawl repair’, with concepts forming a solution that can 
be of great benefit to Rolleston, and Christchurch itself. Social and economic benefits 
of both would be considered through investigation of current technical and informative 
literature. 

Research Through Precedents

Investigation of existing or proposed precedents is fundamental for a design 
solution to be achieved. Exploration of transport oriented projects gains an understanding 
of innovative successes and dismissive failures that can be applied as realistic evidence, 
substantiating claims influencing certain design motives. Attention will be given to 
individual stations – from appreciation of their design attributes, to their layout or 
relationship to surrounding urban areas. Moving up the scale, any precedents involving 
master-planning of surrounding areas will also be considered. It will give a clear 
understanding of how stations can influence urban design – particularly introducing 
density nearby. Consideration of transit based urban concepts in researched literature 

1.4.3

1.4.4

1.4.5
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will also be investigated for precedent analysis – investigating their plausibility. 
Precedent analysis calls for investigation of overseas application. It is important to utilise 
successful concepts/technologies in other countries that may be ‘innovative’ for Greater 
Christchurch application. Transit based precedents in the U.S. would be highly sought 
after, as Christchurch shares many geographical and urban attributes. Finally, looking at 
local precedents, particularly in Auckland and Christchurch, will inform perspectives on 
how local stations operate in our cities. Tending to focus on capacities, usage, and urban 
influence, will help guide an internationally innovative yet locally considered solution.

Research Through Design

Designing the solution begins upon adequate research of the existing transport 
systems relating to urban growth of Greater Christchurch. After adequate attainment of 
‘city scale’ research, the design of the public transport network itself would be considered. 
This, is to gather an understanding of what would be the role of Rolleston – if it were 
viewed as a functional part of a wider ‘urban system’, therefore maintaining a transport-
centric perspective later in the design process. Researching the current state of Greater 
Christchurch’s urban growth, will guide the consideration of a route in the network, also 
known as a corridor. This will drive a more cohesive design intent through in-depth 
context analysis. Considering key destinations/places encountered in the corridor gives a 
clearer picture of how Rolleston integrates into the ‘system’. 

Upon review of corridor context, a site in Rolleston must be selected after analysis 
of local context and urban form. Context will give foundation to the master-planned 
development around the given site, selected for architectural intervention. Design 
attributes will be applied to design aims and objectives, from review of technical and 
formal literature, precedent analysis, local site and context analysis. The project will 

1.4.6
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project context:
history/transport/
social/political/economic

‘influencing context’

the transport network

‘affecting’ the transport network

the transport corridor/route

‘revitalising’ the transport corridor

the town along the route

‘influencing’ the town planning

the ‘architectural intervention’

experience a natural progression through urban scale, starting from the ‘wider system’ 
- from network, to corridor, to node and finally to station. While intended to be a site-
specific design, consideration of the ‘whole’ allows for similar application to other urban 
areas. The bulk of ‘design development’ will be achieved by diagramming, sketching, and 
eventual translation to 3D models, where further spatial analysis and design development 
can be carried out. 

FIG. 3. 

Project structure. The project has been 
coordinated through a series of scales 

maintaining a transit-aligned perspective 
throughout. By focusing on region, route, 

town, station - exposes how the architectural 
intervention will be of wider regional influence

.
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SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS1.5

This research project reconsiders Greater Christchurch’s transport focus, 
favouring transit over cars, to mitigate sprawl and refocus development patterns. The 
project proposes introduction of new transport technologies to the network. Light rail and 
trams are considered, utilising existing infrastructure, transit to areas of peripheral growth 
– connecting them with key locations. The project also considers the current utilisation 
of the existing transit corridors. It is key to prioritise smarter and highly considered urban 
design moves, based on enhancing accessibility to alternative transport. The intended 
result, is to focus on Rolleston, a satellite township along a major road and rail corridor 
that is symptomatic of sprawl. Currently, NZTA proposals attempt to meet demand 
in Rolleston – with motorways being constructed. A priority of this project is to raise 
awareness of the transport-land-use-cycle, and intends to identify the issue, before it 
gets out of hand. The solution will result in the reconfiguration of Rolleston Town Centre 
around a selected site which a station will be situated. It is important to maintain a 
transport affiliated perspective throughout this research project. Thus, the station would 
need to be highly integrated into the context of its proposed surroundings. It investigates 
potential ‘transitions’ Rolleston would undergo, becoming a transit focused area. Within 
this transition process, consideration of social issues and potential economic benefits for 
Rolleston, will occur.

It is important to note the single most important limitation is that this project is 
of a large scale, focusing highly on urban design as much, if not more, than architecture. 
Therefore, the intended design proposal is not a single piece of architecture, where 
structure, services and materials are resolved. Instead, it is an urban design proposal that 
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implies architectural form, and materiality. This broad design approach, potentially allows 
similar transport affiliated processes to be applied to other existing sprawled settlements.

RESULTS OF RESEARCH 1.6

 Research results indicate Christchurch was a city heavily influenced by rail 
transport for industrial and commuter purposes – however succumbed to it’s current 
state due to preference of private vehicles. It was found that many activities set aside 
for the CBD, shifted to the suburbs as the city expanded considerably as a result of car 
dominance. The city suffered considerable earthquakes in 2010/2011, intensifying the 
issue of urban expansion – pushing into the periphery. Urban sprawl has become evident, 
and many proposals to manage land use and transport continue to favour road-based 
transport, rather than emphasising transport alternatives. Motorways will fail to meet long 
term demands – particularly if uncontrolled peripheral greenfield development continues, 
plus the city may develop into three distinct areas. Social attitude was an issue identified 
linking car dependency with poor land use, and negative stigma around public transport – 
even though public transport has many social, economic and environmental benefits. 
 Public transport plays a key role in managing sprawl. Orienting urban development 
around transit systems can have many positive effects. Urban development can become 
centralised and dense. Community interaction is encouraged. This created so called 
‘complete communities’ that do not exhibit segregation unlike sprawl. A major finding 
was the success of transit oriented communities/developments solely relies on the 
effectiveness of public transport itself – leading to positive implementation of transit 
oriented urban concepts.



2
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PROJECT CONTEXT
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This section, introduces the problem, by beginning to 
tell the story through context. It focuses on the role of 
Christchurch within the ‘New Zealand machine’, and 
investigates it’s history, determining what got the city 
to where it is now. It explores the history of tram use, 
and how it became such a fundamental part of the 
city’s fabric. This section, also provides information 
on key locations, projects and plans that will be 
omnipresent throughout this research. 

S.

SECTION SUMMARY 2.0
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CONTEXT.
THE CITY OF THE PLAIN

Christchurch is located on the East Coast of the South Island of New Zealand. 
Christchurch is New Zealand’s third largest city by population, and the country’s second 
largest urban area. It is located on the convergence of the Canterbury Plains and the Port 
Hills. Christchurch serves a vital role for New Zealand, as the South Island’s economic and 
commercial center. The city accounts for around 10% of the nation’s GDP,7 traditionally 
supported by the surrounding agricultural environment. Christchurch has maintained a 
strong manufacturing presence. The city is also the South Island’s center for tourism, 
attracting more than 1.8 million visitors annually.8 Christchurch’s economic development 
over the decades means the city maintains a high quality of lifestyle. The city shares 
attributes of a small town, with features of a metropolitan city. The city’s culture is easy-
going, with a well-connected population.

7  Central City Plan, vol. 1 (Christchurch, New Zealand: Christchurch City Council, 2011), https://issuu.com/
christchurchcitycouncil/docs/centralcityplan., Pg. 05.

8  Ibid., Pg. 05.

FIG. 4.

(Next Page)

City of the Plain - Satellite 
image of Canterbury Plains.

2.1
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CITY OF THE PLAIN
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Crossing paths.
Christchurch City was established in 1850 by English Pioneers, infamously 

traversing the Port Hills over what is now known as the Bridle Path. The city before 
settlement was a flat, swampy area with numerous wetlands. Ngāti Mamoe and Waitaha 
were the main tribes preceding Ngāi Tahu. Ngāti Mamoe migrated from the North Island, 
settling in Canterbury before moving further south. Following this was the migration of 
Ngāi Tahu from the North to Banks Peninsula. With this came establishment of significant 
pā sites dotted around areas near the Avon River and Kaiapoi. The crossing of paths, 
by English settlers and local Maori, located Cathedral Square, establishing the town. 
Christchurch was eventually founded with the motive to recreate a pre-industrial Britain.9 

Establishing new industrial pathways.

The role of rail in the city was quickly realised when Christchurch became the 
commercial capital of Canterbury – with completion of other infrastructural services, the 
Heart of the City became an increasing metropolitan area. The city’s maturity became 
evident when early timber buildings were replaced with brick and stone, with many 
architects contributing various public and commercial buildings. During the 1900’s, 
Christchurch became the centre of manufacturing in New Zealand, with railways bringing 
farm products into the city centre. The advent of electricity saw a new wave of change 
for Christchurch. Electricity supply started in 1903, with electrified trams running in 1905 

9  Ibid. Pg., 11.

THE HISTORY OF MOVEMENT2.2

2.2.1

2.2.2
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whilst many people still rode bicycles, contributing to the city’s unique transport system. 
It was said that Copenhagen was the only city during that time to use more bicycles.10 
Trams were a key to suburban growth, and emphasised the importance of the central city, 
with tram routes radiating out from Cathedral Square.

Forget paths, time for roads.

The increased use of cars in the second half of the 20th century saw a decline in 
public transport/bicycle use. Eventually, forming the polycentric11 suburban framework of 
Christchurch, with population decreasing in the city centre. Urban growth appeared on the 
city’s periphery – activities initially reserved for the city centre began shifting to suburban 
centres, and by 1960’s the city was becoming increasingly decentralised. Shopping 
centres, schools, educational institutions and so on, moved from the city centre to the 
suburbs.

The good old days: Tram transport in Christchurch.

Christchurch residents needed a connection to the Lyttelton Port. A proposal was 
made to construct a tramway or railway, but the was left unattended until 1858. A decision 
to build a railway line between Christchurch and Ferrymead was made, and opened in 
1863. The idea of a city-wide tramway system gained support around 1876, by which time 
the city experienced enough development that efficient transport systems were needed. 
Trams were inaugurated in 1880, the first services running from Cathedral Square to the 
then Christchurch Railway Station (Moorhouse Ave) via Colombo Street. The Canterbury 

10  Archives New Zealand, “Christchurch Garden City of New Zealand (1952),” YouTube Video, 2:40, posted by “archivesnz,” 
March 12, 2012.

11  Jeanette Budgett and Dushko Bogunovich, “The Polycentric City What Does It Mean For Christchurch,” Studio Christchurch, 
2014.

2.2.3

2.2.4
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Tramway Company opened several lines in the same year.12 Electrification occurred in 
1905,13 with popularity increasing quicker than expected. The tramway became very 
successful, highly utilised amongst Christchurch citizens. The Great Depression of the 
1930’s affected tramway operation, bicycles became a desirable option. The end of WWII 
marked the ‘beginning of the end’ for the tramway. Lack of track maintenance combined 
with old rolling stock were factors which led to its demise. Car ownership rose after WWII, 
presenting the tramway with a problem, introduction of buses. The final journey of the last 
tram was made in September 1954. A large crowd gathered, to mark the end of the tram, 
and a ribbon was cut to inaugurate the replacement bus service.14

Hard times: The earthquakes.

On September 4th, 2010, a magnitude 7.1 earthquake occurred at 4.35am. The earthquake 
was one of four significant seismic events that occurred. The most destructive, was the 
February 22 earthquake, registering a magnitude 6.3. 185 people lost their lives, and 
caused many infrastructure and building losses. It heralded a new era for Christchurch, 
with the start of a hopeful rebuild.

12  Christchurch Tramway Board, One the Move : Christchurch Transport through the Years : 4. The Web Wire, the Christchurch 
Tramway Board & Its Early Electric Tramways 1903-1920 (A & M Publishers, 1995).

13  Ibid.

14  Ibid.

2.2.5
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FIG. 5. Bottleneck on Hereford-Colombo Street 
intersection.

FIG. 6. A ‘Hills’ Tram outside Sign of the Takahe, 
Hackthorne Road Terminus.
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The Southern Corridor.

The Southern Corridor is an area of Christchurch heavily reliant on transport. 
It extends west from the CBD, along a rail-oriented industrial strip, changing direction 
south-west with offshoots to various urban areas. Significant population and residential 
growth here has led to the construction of the Southern Motorway. The corridor is valued 
for extensive freight movements, due to the connections with Lyttelton Port. Two corridors 
exist, a car corridor (motorway), and the freight corridor (rail line and Blenheim Road/Main 
South Road). 

Plans for Greater Christchurch.

The Greater Christchurch Urban Development Strategy (UDS) is a 35-year 
urban management plan created by respective councils (Christchurch City Council, 
Waimakariri & Selwyn) and the New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA). It establishes 
how Christchurch, Waimakariri and Selwyn Districts will grow, prioritising a multi-modal 
approach to managing Greater Christchurch’s transportation.15 The Land-Use Recovery 
Plan (LURP) emphasises the importance of maintaining growth in peripheral areas.16 

15  “Christchurch Motorways, Project Summary Statement, February 2010” (NZTA, February 2010), http://www.nzta.govt.nz/
assets/projects/christchurch-motorways/docs/project-summary-statement.pdf. Pg., 02 - 03.

16  New Zealand et al., Land Use Recovery Plan = Te Mahere Whakahaumanu Taone., Pg., 23.

KEY LOCATIONS, PLANS AND PROJECTS2.3

2.3.1

2.3.2
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Motorway Projects.

UDS/NZTA announced construction of new motorway projects, alleviating 
pressure on existing roads, primarily used for freight, aimed at improving quality of life 
for residents affected by high traffic congestion.17 Building the motorway meant that the 
‘road’ corridor could be defined, rather than a collection of arterials. However, recently 
the motorway has experienced significant traffic, frequently exceeding design capacity at 
peak. Utilising existing arterial connections to the CBD, port and airport led to significant 
congestion spots.18 The motorway’s second stage is in progress to address this.

17  “Christchurch Southern Corridor | NZ Transport Agency,” accessed July 3, 2017, https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/
christchurch-motorways/christchurch-southern-corridor/.

18  Ibid.

SOUTHWEST
GREATER CHCH

FIG. 7.

Location of Southwest Greater Christchurch

.
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Rolleston: Town of the Future.

Located in Selwyn District and 25km southwest of Christchurch, the town of 
Rolleston plays a significant role as a rural service town for Selwyn, and is proposed to 
receive major growth. The LURP identifies Rolleston as a key growth area and activity 
centre.19 In the 1970’s, Norman Kirk established a plan for Rolleston dubbed the ‘Town 
of The Future’, with the vision of it becoming a significant urban centre.20 The plan was 
scrapped. 

In recent years, Rolleston has been growing significantly, and in 2014, Selwyn 
District Council (SDC)21 and Boffa Miskell (urban planners)22 liaised with the community, 
to compile a master-plan23 for the future growth of Rolleston’s town centre. The plan, taps 
into the potential of Rolleston, providing retail spaces and enhancing overall connectivity. 
It now provides framework for future development in the town centre. It is considered 
a significant retail node for the district. Currently, retail occurs largely outside Selwyn 
District, occurring in Christchurch. Opportunities to expand retail and amenity exist as the 
township has high growth projections. Rolleston is considered a major transport, freight 
and logistics node for Canterbury.24

19  New Zealand et al., Land Use Recovery Plan = Te Mahere Whakahaumanu Taone., Pg. 6, 23, 27.

20  “Rolleston | NZHistory, New Zealand History Online,” accessed September 6, 2017, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/keyword/
rolleston.

21  “Selwyn District - a Great Place to Live, Work, and Play!,” accessed September 26, 2017, http://www.selwyn.govt.nz/home.

22  “Boffa Miskell – Planning, Landscape Architecture, Urban Design and Ecology,” accessed September 26, 2017, http://www.
boffamiskell.co.nz/.

23  Selwyn District Council, “Rolleston Town Centre Masterplan,” April 2014, https://www.selwyn.govt.nz/__data/assets/pdf_
file/0004/137515/C09095A_Masterplan_Report_20140507_webr.pdf.

24  Ibid., Pg., 10.

2.3.4
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FIG. 8.

Rolleston started out as a small service town, located on the 
junction of two rail lines.

FIG. 9.

A masterplan was engaged by Boffa Miskell in 2014, 
to update the town centre
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FIG. 10.

Map showing location of Rolleston, within Greater Southwest Christchurch. 

SOUTHWEST
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FIG. 11.

Map showing location of Southern Corridor, being the rail corridor, Southern Motorway and Springs Rd (secondary access road to other satellite towns). 

RAIL CORRIDOR

SOUTHERN MOTORWAY/
SH76-SH1

SPRINGS RD
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FIG. 12.

(previous page)

Identifying problems: Sketch 
of key growth areas & 
congestion hotspots.

S.

SECTION SUMMARY 3.0

In this section, the story deepens - with an in-
depth look into where the city stands at present. 
Investigation into the state of the rebuild, and how the 
lack of a defined CBD over recent years has altered 
the role of suburban centres - leading to the rise 
of peripheral development. Exploration of growing 
urban areas begin to expose the consequences of 
uncontrolled urban growth. 
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AREA OF 
CONCERN:
SELWYN

FIG. 13. 

Population change Greater Christchurch - 2006-2013.
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The rapid development means 
more cars, demand for road 
space etc.. & transport 
infrastructure is falling behind. 
Already damaged infrastructure 
from the EQ’s causes problems - 
essentially, the infrastructure 
can’t cope.

sept eq feb eq

Selwyn is 
growing 
rapidly

same with 
Waimak’

CHCH suffered a 
blow after the 
quakes but is 

regrowing albeit 
at a signiÞcantly 

slower pace

So the problem, is 
the negative effect 
the urban growth is 
having on our 
existing transport 
infrastructure.
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(source: Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment)

FIG. 14.

Population growth Greater Christchurch.
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City: the attention hog.

Christchurch has experienced considerable post-quake development. The Central 
City Recovery Plan/Blueprint Plan,25 among others, guide the rebuild. The transitional 
stage characterised by Gap Filler,26 Festival of Transitional Architecture (FESTA)27 and 
others is now over. The rebuild has hit record levels of construction, albeit little indicates 
the peak has been reached.28 The Bus Interchange, was the first ‘anchor project’, as part 
of the ‘Accessible City’29 initiative set out by the Plan. The buzz of development in the City 
Centre is both an exciting, and controversial talking point for many residents, developers, 
architects, urban designers and the like. Many projects are nearing completion as of early 
2017.30

25  Central City Plan.

26  “Gap Filler,” accessed September 26, 2017, http://gapfiller.org.nz/.

27  “FESTA,” accessed September 26, 2017, http://festa.org.nz/.

28  McDonald, “Canterbury Construction Hits Record Levels, Peak May Be Still to Come.”

29  Central City Plan.

30  Clarkson, “Christchurch’s New Justice and Emergency Precinct Delayed.”

THE CURRENT STATE OF CHRISTCHURCH.
WHERE DOES THE CITY STAND NOW?

3.1

3.1.1
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FIG. 15.

THE CHRISTCHURCH 
BLUEPRINT PLAN, July 2012 
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Suburb: the new city.

Inner centres have developed extensively.31 Addington, has received new 
businesses, and Riccarton had been coined as ‘the place to go’ (refer fig. 14.). These 
areas provided the bulk of what the CBD did, indicating a shift. Similar situations occurred 
to suburban centres. Since the CBD was in ‘rebuild mode’, businesses shifted to the 
suburbs to keep going, relying on homes as temporary offices. Several suburban centres 
developed shopping centres, small office buildings and other amenities - providing refuge 
for businesses.32 Mixed with the CBD shift, the ‘shopping geography’ of Christchurch has 
changed.33 

Periphery: the new suburb.

In Greater Christchurch, there is a noticeable residential and industrial shift to 
the southwest, driven by the post-quake need for housing. Subdivisions are a result, 
and safety is the key perception.34 Suburbs such as Halswell and Wigram, southwest of 
Christchurch buzz with new housing developments.35 Satellite towns like Rolleston are 
at the centre of this growth. Rolleston is officially the fastest growing small town in the 
country, not only driven by post-quake housing demand, but by a freight-focused battle36 

31  Falconer, “Let’s Talk about the Christchurch Rebuild.”

32  McCrone, “How the Quakes Changed the Shopping Geography of Christchurch.”

33  Ibid.

34  Anne Gibson, “NZ Regional Hotspots Where Population Will Boom,” NZ Herald, November 25, 2016, sec. Business, http://
www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid=11754040.

35  McDonald, “Supply of Land for Housing a ‘Huge Advantage’ for Christchurch.”

36  Wood, “Ports Go Head on in Battle for Container Traffic.”

3.1.2

3.1.3
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between South Island ports.37 Considerable industrial development is occurring with 
construction of the Rolleston IZONE (Industrial Zone) and Inland Port. Greenfield land gets 
released quickly, meeting demands of housing and commercial/industrial developments.38 
The town lies at the end of the southwestern shift. It is the seat of Selwyn District, the 
most economically stable and fastest growing district in the country.39 Other satellite 
towns in Selwyn (Prebbleton, Lincoln and West Melton) are meeting demand by building 
subdivisions. The relationship that these areas have with developing southwestern city 
settlements, and growing southwestern retail, commercial and industrial areas, is clear. 
Transport is a major instigator of the relationships between these areas. State Highway 1 
plus the main railway, connect the southwest with Lyttelton Port, the City Centre and the 
Airport. Logistically, the southwest is advantageous,40 therefore the industrial presence in 
these areas. (Refer fig. 14. For locations.)

37  McCrone, “Rolleston.”

38  McDonald, “Rolleston’s Izone Industrial Park Fast-Tracks Land Development by Two Years.”

39  Ashleigh Stewart and Charlie Gates, “Selwyn Fastest-Growing District in NZ,” Stuff.co.nz, October 15, 2013, sec. News, http://
www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/news/census/9284578/Selwyn-fastest-growing-district-in-NZ.

40  McDonald, “Rolleston’s Izone Industrial Park Fast-Tracks Land Development by Two Years.”

INDUSTRIAL STRIP

HALSWELL

ADDINGTON/RICCARTON

LYTTELTON

ROLLESTON

IZONE

PREBBLETON

LINCOLN
FIG. 16.

Map locating key areas.
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FIG. 17. 
CHCH DEVELOPING INTO 
3 URBAN AREAS.
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FIG. 18. 
GREATER CHCH 
SUBDIVISIONS.
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FIG. 19. 
ROLLESTON, NZ.
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THE TRANSPORT PROBLEM
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S.

SECTION SUMMARY 4.0

This section researches and analyses the state of 
transport in the present day city - exploring factors 
contributing to the underlying problem. It explores the 
role of transport in the ‘evolution’ of Christchurch’s 
urban form since it’s founding - providing a back-story 
leading to the rise of car dependence. Investigation 
of how this car dependence has altered societal 
attitudes, exposes alarming demographics. This 
section, also researches implications the earthquakes 
have had on everyday travel around the city - leading 
to investigation and analysis of the city’s failing public 
transport system. 
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Urban form: The result of movement.

Evolution of Christchurch’s urban form relates to evolution of transport technology. 
Since Christchurch’s founding, the city has grown at different speeds, scales and patterns. 
Transport advancements such as bicycles, horse and cart, steam power, electric rail and 
combustion engines, contributed to Christchurch’s historical urban design. Christchurch 
was initially a directional-axial grid. From this, the city’s suburbs grew in a radial pattern. 
The city has become extensively polycentric with many suburban and urban centres.41 
Further out, satellite towns, connected by motorways and State Highway 1, occupy the 
periphery.

A cycle city: Humble beginnings.

Initially, the area within the four avenues (Moorhouse, Fitzgerald, Bealey, Deans) 
was largely accessible by walking, horses and bicycles, contributing to the city centre’s 
high density. Cycling was clearly the best option for the developing city, primarily due to 
flat geography. These days, cycling is making a comeback, which is a sustainable move 
ensuring the city has facilitation for more transport options.

41  Jeanette Budgett and Dushko Bogunovich, “The Polycentric City.”, Pg., 7.

THE PROBLEM OF TRANSPORT IN CHRISTCHURCH
INVESTIGATING URBAN FORM

4.1

4.1.1

4.1.2
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1 2 3

A CYCLE CITY A TRANSIT CITY A CAR CITY

FIG. 20.

Comparing states of urban growth relative to transport type in Christchurch.
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4.1.3

4.1.4

4.1.5

A transit city: Introducing a new way to move.

As years went, trams had a crucial role, transforming Christchurch into a dense 
‘transit city’ until 1941.42 Transit corridors emerged allowing the city to grow beyond 
the four avenues. Trams allowed urban concentration along corridors, with the city 
maintaining a high/medium density. Electric trams combined with abundant cycling and 
walking, meant historical Christchurch had very sustainable transport. This lesson from 
the past has since been forgotten.

An automobile city: The freedom of movement.

Introducing the car to Christchurch was an historic move, bringing new levels of 
convenience, personal freedom and individuality to a city built on cycling and transit. The 
city, being flat, grew outwards to a rough 30km footprint. Consequently, the city is highly 
car dependant, with majority of residents preferring cars as their main form of travel. 
Buses replaced trams – making use of the roads for flexibility. Christchurch’s commercial 
and industrial growth is dependent on freight movements using main roads – mostly 
connecting to Lyttelton.

Car based sprawl: Too much of a good thing.

Sprawl, defined by Galina Tachieva (Sprawl Repair Manual, 2010) as a pattern of 
growth, characterised by an abundance of congested highways, strip shopping centres, 
big boxes, office parks, and gated cul-de-sac subdivisions.43 Growth of the city in this 

42  Camia Young and Chris Barton, “Future Christchurch V3.0 Prototype City,” Issuu, accessed April 2, 2017, https://issuu.com/
studio_christchurch/docs/fc_29052013. Pg., 26.

43  Tachieva, Sprawl Repair Manual.{\\i{}Sprawl Repair Manual}.}”,”plainCitation”:”Tachieva, Sprawl Repair 
Manual.”},”citationItems”:[{“id”:89,”uris”:[“http://zotero.org/users/local/9JwKxANu/items/2XEXX2WP”],”uri”:[“http://zotero.org/
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manner was motivated by the era of cheap oil. Unfortunately, the system which seemed 
efficient is now problematic,44 urban repercussions are becoming obvious. Furthermore, 
prioritisation of automobiles means urban regulation is highly car centric. Nonetheless, 
Christchurch, continues to grow in ‘business-as-usual’ means, due to the expanse of flat 
terrain. Motorway projects constructed to ease congestion issues, only fan the flame. 
Little regulation is placed on pedestrian-friendly or intensified urban design outside the 
CBD. Speck (Walkable City, 2012), exposes dangers of sprawl, the urban model that it 
generates can be fatal to residents, with lack of physical shelter, open roads, and long 
walking distances.45 Many people are oblivious that sprawl reduces liveability by bad 
urban design, which is highly dangerous – particularly for the young and elderly. A 
significant price to pay just so we can get in our cars. 

users/local/9JwKxANu/items/2XEXX2WP”],”itemData”:{“id”:89,”type”:”book”,”title”:”Sprawl Repair Manual”,”publisher”:”Island 
Press”,”publisher-place”:”Washington”,”number-of-pages”:”304”,”edition”:”2 edition”,”source”:”Amazon”,”event-place”:”Washington”,
”abstract”:”There is a wealth of research and literature explaining suburban sprawl and the urgent need to retrofit suburbia. However, 
until now there has been no single guide that directly explains howto repair typical sprawl elements. The Sprawl Repair Manual 
demonstrates a step-by-step design process for the re-balancing and re-urbanization of suburbia into more sustainable, economical, 
energy- and resource-efficient patterns, from the region and the community to the block and the individual building. As Galina Tachieva 
asserts in this exceptionally useful book, sprawl repair will require a proactive and aggressive approach, focused ondesign, regulation 
and incentives.The Sprawl Repair Manual is a much-needed, single-volume reference for fixing sprawl, incorporating changes into the 
regulatory system, and implementing repairs through incentives and permitting strategies. This manual specifies the expertise that’s 
needed and details the techniques and algorithms of sprawl repair within the context of reducing the financial and ecological footprint 
of urban growth.The Sprawl Repair Manual draws on more than two decades of practical experience in the field of repairing and building 
communities to analyze the current pattern of sprawl development, disassemble it into its elemental components, and present a process 
for transforming them into human-scale, sustainable elements. The techniques are illustrated both two- and three-dimensionally, 
providing users with clear methodologies for the sprawl repair interventions, some of which are radical, but all of which will produce 
positive results.”,”ISBN”:”978-1-59726-732-8”,”language”:”English”,”author”:[{“family”:”Tachieva”,”given”:”Galina”}],”issued”:{“date-
parts”:[[“2010”,9,24]]}}}],”schema”:”https://github.com/citation-style-language/schema/raw/master/csl-citation.json”} , Pg. 28.

44  Camia Young and Chris Barton, eds., Prototype City (University of Auckland School of Architecture and Planning, 2013), 
http://www.blurb.com/b/4347702-prototype-city. Pg., 29.

45  Jeff Speck, Walkable City: How Downtown Can Save America, One Step at a Time, First paperback edition (New York: North 
Point Press, a division of Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2013)., Pg., 37.

FIG. 21.

Urban sprawl.
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The social attitude is clear – residents of Christchurch are too accustomed with 
vehicles. Congestion has not changed attitudes. Young and Barton, expose worrying 
demographic data showing cars maintain the top spot.46 High vehicle ownership levels, 
have determined that Christchurch’s ratio of car ownership, is placed 4th highest in the 
world. Furthermore, 95% of work trips are made by cars with a single occupant.47 

Consequently, the state of Christchurch’s transport system hinders the economic 
potential of the city.48 New initiatives must be introduced to influence residents to make 
use of other transportation means. Encouraging transportation ‘tailored’ to shifting the 
Cantabrian social attitudes on public transport, cycling and ride sharing; achieved by 
ensuring that a level of convenience and independence is maintained. Short term thinking 
is also a significant societal setback, too concerned about things benefitting ‘us’, opposed 
to our future society.

There is some hope with our younger generations. In America alone, the share 
of kilometres driven since the late 90’s by people in their twenties, dropped from 20.8 
percent, to 13.7 percent.49 This trend is applying to New Zealand teens, called “driving 
ambivalence”, with figures dropping considerably in the past five years. Factors for this 

46  Young and Barton, Prototype City. Pg., 34.

47  Ibid. Pg., 34.

48  Ibid. Pg., 34.

49  Speck, Walkable City., Pg., 19.

SOCIAL ATTITUDES: MY WAY LOVES THE HIGHWAY.4.2
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drop include costs of maintaining vehicles, and dangers driving brings. Getting a licence 
for younger people is becoming less of a priority, and the trend appears to be global.50

50  Kirsty Johnston, “Kiwi Teens Turn off Driving,” Stuff, March 2, 2014, https://www.stuff.co.nz//9779944/Teens-turn-off-driving.

CAR OWNERSHIP
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95% 
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ARE MADE BY
1 OCCUPANT

FIG. 22.

Negative societal attitudes towards public 
transport lead to car preference.
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BROKEN PATHS: MOVING AROUND SINCE THE EARTHQUAKES.

The state of roads remains poor, with extensive road works still underway. 
Commuters face daily setbacks, road closures, detours, reduced speed limits and changed 
road layouts. Consequently, people became unwilling to travel near the CBD, preferring to 
shop in the suburbs. Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild Team (SCIRT),51 says 
that it would take around five years to repair the city’s infrastructure although this claim 
has been disputed by many.52

Due to road disruptions, public transport suffers. Buses traverse road works and 
become part of the congestion, leading to delays and discomfort for users. Awkwardly 
placed stops create traffic behind stopped buses. The public transport system is viewed 
as a hindrance, widely known by Christchurch residents as inefficient and unreliable. 
Canterbury Television (CTV) conducted an experiment,53 finding out which transport 
method is fastest in Christchurch. Between bus, cycling and car, cycling was the fastest, 
with buses coming close after. Implications being road works, diversions and congestion 
contributed to the car being the slowest. In recent years, the council have pushed for cycle 
lanes making it easier for cyclists to have priority. Buses, have similar priority, however, 
bus lanes are too ‘cut up’ and do not have a ‘feeling of continuity.’54

51  “SCIRT Learning Legacy,” SCIRT Learning Legacy, accessed September 6, 2017, https://scirtlearninglegacy.org.nz/.

52  “Politicians: Christchurch Road Network as ‘Reliable,’” Stuff, accessed July 3, 2017, http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/
business/the-rebuild/94259829/politicians-christchurch-road-network-as-reliable.

53  Star kiwi reporter, “Watch: Bus, Bike or Car – the Race to Work,” Star.kiwi: We’re Canterbury, June 28, 2017, http://www.star.
kiwi/2017/06/watch-bus-bike-or-car-the-race-to-get-to-work.

54  Ibid.

4.3
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FIG. 23.

Illustrating effects of post-earthquake travel around Christchurch. Constantly avoiding roadworks, frequent detours and road closures.
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The public transport system in Christchurch is constantly on thin ice. It consists of 
buses, and a ferry - a simple network, with a central core, main corridors, and secondary 
routes. Patronage began to wane after the earthquakes – and consequently, changes to 
the network intensified the issue.55 News sources, also reported on other factors affecting 
Christchurch’s public transport.

55  Jamie Small, “Costs, Bad Routes Drive People Away from Christchurch Bus Service,” Stuff, accessed July 5, 2017, http://www.
stuff.co.nz/the-press/news/86821123/costs-bad-routes-drive-people-away-from-christchurch-bus-service.

THE EXISTING PUBLIC TRANSPORT: WHY IT’S NOT MOVING4.4

FUEL 
COSTS

NETWORK
CHANGES

BAD BUS 
LANES

CYCLE 
LANES

FIG. 24.

Negative factors affecting Christchurch’s public 
transport.
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Factor 1: Fuel costs.

The bus service has always been the victim of fluctuating fuel costs. Analysis 
shows that decreases in petrol price, encourages driving. It’s an uncontrollable factor.56 

Factor 2: Bad routes and network changes.

A post-quake network change was proposed that seemed to achieve its goal of 
gaining more ridership, but extended journey times.57 It Increased service to outer areas 
and suburban centres, decreasing service to the dead CBD. However, the route change 
turned out to be disastrous. The new routes lacked logical pattern and failed to consider 
population density. Testing and consultation of these changes did not happen, and the 
plan was put into effect. The solution’s ineffectiveness was due to routes not ‘fairly and 
consistently dispersed’, rather than based on ‘residential concentration’.58 

Factor 3: Cycle lane competition.

There are around thirteen new cycle lanes either proposed or completed in the 
City, providing a cheap, environmentally-friendly transportation option to the people of 
Christchurch.59 Thus, cycling is positioning itself to be in direct competition with public 
transport. The number of cyclists in the city is significantly increasing due to improvement 
of cycling infrastructure, therefore cannibalising the bus statistics.60

56  Ibid.

57  David Welch, “Major Flaws Seen in Christchurch Metro Route Change Proposal,” accessed July 5, 2017, http://buswatchnz.
blogspot.com/2012/07/major-flaws-seen-in-christchurch-metro.html.

58  Ibid.

59  Small, “Costs, Bad Routes Drive People Away from Christchurch Bus Service.”

60  Ibid.

4.4.1
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Factor 4: Bus lanes (and funding).

The elephant in the back seat of the bus that cannot be ignored in Canterbury is 
the gross deprivation of transport funding that rightly belongs in Canterbury.61

Comparative to main New Zealand centres, Christchurch is ‘behind the times’ 
with funding on transport projects. Coming at a time when national taxes are being used 
to subsidise Auckland’s infrastructure (i.e. the Waterview Connection, AMETI and the 
Eastern Busway),62 including the overhaul of Auckland’s train system, and the City Rail 
Link. Wellington, has recently acquired new Matangi trains, not to mention the new and 
proposed road infrastructure (Kapiti Expressway63 and Transmission Gully64). Colloquially, 
while the cake is being passed around65 other main centres, the programme to build 
several bus lane corridors in Christchurch was due to be completed in 2012. They are still 
incomplete – with current rates of construction signalling completion will not be until 
2019.66 Current bus lanes in Christchurch are ineffective; they are broken up, with buses 
frequently merging into traffic. Since the earthquake, the only substantial government 
funded public transport project was the Bus Interchange.67 A ‘bus’ interchange is an 
excuse – a structure that fulfils more of an urban ‘requirement’ rather than promoting an 

61  David Welch, “To Understand Public Transport in Christchurch One Must Start in Auckland,” accessed July 9, 2017, http://
buswatchnz.blogspot.com/2013/09/if-you-want-to-understand-what-is-going.html.

62  Ibid.

63  “Mackays to Peka Peka | NZ Transport Agency,” accessed July 9, 2017, http://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/wellington-
northern-corridor/mackays-to-peka-peka/.

64  “Transmission Gully Motorway | NZ Transport Agency,” accessed July 9, 2017, https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/wellington-
northern-corridor/transmission-gully-motorway/.

65  Welch, “To Understand Public Transport in Christchurch One Must Start in Auckland.”

66  Ibid.

67  Ibid.
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urban ‘asset’. To prove this point – or to show how much ‘they care’ about ‘prioritising’ 
public transport in Christchurch, a car park building was built next to the interchange!

FIG. 25.

Christchurch’s bus lanes are incomplete, cut up 
and lack continuity. Image shows bus lanes on 

Cranford Street, Papanui.

FIG. 26.

Christchurch Bus Interchange was completed 
in 2014 and is the only significant government 

funded public transport project in Christchurch.
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Factor 5: Bad relationships.

In Christchurch, the regional council is responsible for the bus service, but local 
councils are responsible for infrastructure (bus stops, signs and so on). A news article 
from 2015 addressed management of the system is actually causing ‘bad relationships’ 
between the councils’ involved.68 The council’s mayors’ criticised the structure. 
“Ineffective engagement on and delivery of this shared responsibility has led to bad 
relationships over many years, particularly between the Christchurch City Council and 
Environment Canterbury.”69 Responding, the councils and the NZTA met and addressed 
the issues – reporting on a new ‘governance structure’ for the system. The main factor 
was about keeping all parties involved. 

Addressing these problems.

It seems one could look to Auckland’s situation. Perhaps it should be the 
responsibility of some form of ‘Greater Christchurch Council Union?’ Whereby, the three 
main councils that make up Greater Christchurch, collaborate, to run a Council Controlled 
Organisation (CCO). The situation is very like Auckland’s restructuring into a ‘super city’. 
Auckland Transport (AT) is Auckland Council’s CCO70 responsible for all public transport 
and required infrastructure.71 Thus, removing all trans-council inefficiencies. 

68  Martin van Beynen, “Canterbury Public Transport Hobbled by Bad Relationships,” Stuff, April 16, 2014, http://www.stuff.
co.nz/the-press/news/67775327/canterbury-public-transport-hobbled-by-bad-relationships.

69  Ibid.

70  Auckland Transport, “Board of Directors,” Auckland Transport, accessed July 10, 2017, https://at.govt.nz/about-us/our-role-
organisation/board-of-directors/.

71  Auckland Transport, “About Us,” Auckland Transport, accessed July 10, 2017, https://at.govt.nz/about-us/.

4.4.2
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FIG. 27.

Bad relationships are present between operators of public transport and 
providers of infrastructure.
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THE PROBLEM OF TRANSPORT IN CHRISTCHURCH
CONCLUSION

4.5

FIG. 28.

(Previous Page)

Christchurch’s Public 
Transport Network.

C.  Christchurch’s urban form is a direct result of available transport. Introducing 
automobiles gave inhabitants freedom and independence, leading to negative sprawl 
effects. This is in part due to societal dependence that has developed. Christchurch 
exhibits very high numbers of car ownership and use. Due to this, positive attitudes 
on public transport have dwindled. Public transport in Christchurch is failing, not only 
because of stigma, or the earthquakes, but also physical factors including fuel costs, bad 
routes, poor bus lanes, lack of funding and management. Steps must be taken to simplify 
governance, and emphasise the importance of positive transit ‘experiences’, by tapping 
into current social attitudes.
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S.

SECTION SUMMARY 5.0

This section introduces current proposals and projects 
aimed at improving, managing and providing future 
visions for transport systems in Christchurch and the 
Canterbury Region. Analysis of researched proposals 
is carried out, investigating whether they provide 
acceptable solutions to the problem of car dependency 
and bad public transport - or if they promote more of 
the same, intensifying these issues.
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Proposals by Environment Canterbury. (ECan)

Regional Land Transport Plan 2015-2025 (RLTP)

The RLTP was adopted after review of the ‘governance structure’ of Canterbury’s 
public transport systems. The RLTP is a planning strategy aligning itself to trends and 
drivers in the transport sector, alongside the Canterbury Regional Economic Development 
Strategy (CREDS).72 The plan maintains the vision that Canterbury has an accessible, 
affordable, integrated, safe, resilient and sustainable transport system.73  It outlines 
several focal points, touching on economic, social and spatial contexts for transport 
addressing issues/challenges, policies and proposed transport activities.74

72  “CREDS | Canterbury Mayoral Forum,” accessed September 26, 2017, http://canterburymayors.org.nz/creds/.

73  Canterbury (N.Z.) and Environment Canterbury, Regional Land Transport Plan 2015-2025. Pg., 02.

74  Ibid. Pg., 02.

TRANSPORT PROPOSALS.
INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE MOVEMENT

5.1

5.1.1

FIG. 29.

Environment Canterbury Regional Council (ECan).
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Regional Land Transport 
Plan 2015 - 2025
JUNE 2016

CANTERBURY’S
STRATEGIC 
TRANSPORT 
ROUTES.

FIG. 30.

Strategic transport routes 
ser out in the RTLP.
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Proposals by CCC and rebuild organisations.

An Accessible City.

An Accessible City,75 is a chapter of the Central City Recovery Plan,76 and adopted 
on 31July 2012, focusing on how the recovered central city will flow. It considers 
pedestrians, cycling, inner city public transportation routes, car parking, street layouts and 
car travel within the CBD. It emphasises the importance of safer and more accessible built 
environment77 – correlating anchor projects set out in The Recovery Plan.78 An Accessible 
City scheme is designed to ensure that transport infrastructure is tailored specifically to 
suit needs of the anchor projects and for the people using them. 

Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan: 2012-2042.

 The Transport Strategic Plan79 is a 30-year vision for Christchurch’s transport 
development. It was put into effect in 2012.80 It is designed to keep Christchurch moving 
forward by providing transport choices to connect people and places.81 The document 

75  New Zealand and Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, Christchurch Central Recovery Plan Te Mahere Maraka 
Ōtautahi. (Christchurch, N.Z.: Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, 2012), http://cdn.ccdu.govt.nz/sites/ccdu.govt.nz/files/
documents/christchurch-central-recovery-plan.pdf. Pg., 91.

76  Central City Plan.

77  New Zealand and Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, Christchurch Central Recovery Plan. Replacement Transport 
Chapter - October 2013 = Te Mahere “Maraka Ōtautahi”., 2013.

78  New Zealand and Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, Christchurch Central Recovery Plan Te Mahere Maraka 
Ōtautahi.

79  Christchurch City Council, Transport Strategic Plan.

80  “Transport Strategic Plan 2012 : Christchurch City Council,” accessed July 12, 2017, https://www.ccc.govt.nz/the-council/
plans-strategies-policies-and-bylaws/strategies/transport-strategic-plan-2012.

81  Christchurch City Council, Transport Strategic Plan. Pg., 12.

5.1.2
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is well informed and sets out well researched and clear strategic contexts, focusing on 
‘transitions’ from pre-quake utilities, (i.e. cars) to other options (bicycles and public 
transport). It holds a vision for an integrated transport system, also outlining the 
importance of access for freight, and access to satellite towns, particularly Rolleston.82 
The plan sets several key goals, a result of collaboration with stakeholders and Urban 
Development Strategy partners.83 Goals include improving access and choice, creating 
safe, healthy and liveable communities, supporting economic vitality, and creating 
environmental opportunities. 

82  Ibid. Pg., 11.

83  Ibid. Pg., 12-13.

Christchurch Central 
Recovery Plan
Te Mahere ‘Maraka Ōtautahi’

An Accessible City
He Taone Wātea

Replacement transport chapter – October 2013

Christchurch Transport 
Strategic Plan
2012–2042

Keep Christchurch moving forward
by providing transport choices to connect people and places

FIG. 31. An Accessible City. FIG. 32. Transport Strategic Plan.
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FIG. 33.

Goals of the Transport Strategic Plan.
Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan 15Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan14

Challenges

The PlanThe Plan 

Outcomes
The Plan contributes to achieving a number of the draft 2013 Community Outcomes2. The relationship 
between the plan’s vision, goals, objectives and outcomes is outlined in Appendix B.

Liveable City Community Outcomes
There are a range of travel options that meet 
the needs of people and businesses.

The transport system provides people with 
access to economic, social and cultural 
activities.

An increased proportion of journeys are 
made by foot, cycle and public transport.

Streetscape, public open space and public 
buildings enhance the look and function of 
the city.

Prosperous Economy 
Community Outcome
Christchurch’s infrastructure supports 
sustainable economic growth.

Healthy Environments 
Community Outcome
Energy is used more effi  ciently.

Christchurch is prepared for the future 
challenges and opportunities of climate 
change.

Christchurch’s landscapes and natural 
features are protected and enhanced

Water quality in rivers, streams, lakes and 
wetlands is maintained and improved

Existing ecosystems, indigenous 
vegetation and habitats are protected.

Strong Communities 
Community Outcome
Transport safety is improved.

Risks to public health are minimised and 
injury are minimised.

Goal 1: 
Improve access 
and choice

Goal 2:
Create safe, healthy 
and liveable 
communities

Goal 4:
Create 
opportunities for 
environmental 
enhancements

Goal 3:
Support economic 
vitality

Vision
Keep Christchurch 
moving forward by 
providing transport 
choices to connect 
people and places

There are many challenges to achieving the vision for Christchurch’s transport system. The earthquakes and 
changing land use travel patterns have increased congestion and resulted in a greater reliance on movement 
by private vehicles and trucks. In the future, the transport system needs to respond to population change, 
increasing travel demand, economic growth and environmental challenges.

Legend

LOS F

LOS E

LOS D

Legend

LOS F

LOS E

LOS D

Scale

0 1 2 3 4

Predicted delay on roads 2041 compared to 2011 levels, 
afternoon peak (Christchurch Transport Model 2011 )

2011

2041

Figure 4.1 Traffi  c Delay Maps

Legend
Level of Service D=Traffi  c is no longer free-fl owing, with increasing delays
Level of Service E=Traffi  c fl ow is nearly at capacity and conditions unstable – potential for large delays
Level of Service F=Traffi  c demand exceeds capacity, very large delays

Congestion
Private vehicle trips are growing at one 
per cent a year and freight trips at twice 
this rate. If current trends continue, by 
2041 there could be a 30 per cent growth 
in the volume of traffic compared with 
2010 levels (this assumes that the Greater 
Christchurch population recovers quickly 
to pre-earthquake levels). This will 
put pressure on the same areas of the 
network and result in delays similar to or 
worse than those experienced after the 
February 2011 earthquake, Figure 4.1. As 
areas of the city are rebuilt and traffic is 
diverted, more congestion is expected. 
Reducing congestion can provide a 
range of benefits, in particular savings 
in travel times and a reduction in vehicle 
operating costs. This will assist the 
economy to recover and function more 
efficiently and help achieve economic 
growth and improved productivity3.

The impacts of the earthquake have 
resulted in congestion challenges for the 
network. The relocation of businesses 
and homes has impacted on travel 
patterns and the disruption of public 
transport services and damage to 
infrastructure has increased individual 
car use. Trip distances in the east have 
extended, while those in the west 
have reduced. There has also been an 
increase in cross boundary trips to the 
Selwyn and Waimakariri districts with 
more people having chosen to live in 
these districts, particularly following 
the earthquakes. These changes have 
resulted in a level of congestion on the 
network similar to those predicted by 
2041, especially in the west of the city. 
The loss of households in some areas 
will have implications on where and 
how roads are reinstated.
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FIG. 34.

Growth Priority Areas set out by the Transport 
Strategic Plan.

Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan 17Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan16

The Plan The Plan

Earthquake damage, recovery 
and resilience
A total of 1019km (45 per cent) of the city’s 
street network (carriageways, kerbs and 
channels, footpaths and cycle paths) has 
sustained significant damage; 42km of 
these are severely damaged. In addition, 
about six bridges are beyond economic 
repair, 15 require major refurbishment 
and another 50 medium to minor repair 
to make them serviceable. Load and 
speed restrictions are in place and 
some road bridges and foot bridges 
are closed. The most severe damage is 
generally located in the Central City, 
and eastern and southern suburbs. The 
repair or replacement of infrastructure is 
a priority for recovery. There are unique 
opportunities through the rebuild to learn 
from the earthquakes and improve the 
future resilience of the transport network.

Household and business 
relocation and growth 
The earthquakes have affected the 
suitability of some existing urban areas 
to continue to be used for residential, 
community and business purposes 
within the short to medium term. 
The residential Red Zone includes 
land that is so badly damaged by the 
earthquakes it is unlikely it will be 
rebuilt on. About 13,500 residents have 
left the Christchurch City area since the 
September 2010 earthquake8. Damage 
and closure of the Central City has 
affected the 6000 businesses which 
were based there9. Aff ected residents 
and business have either moved to 
other parts of Christchurch, Selwyn and 
Waimakariri or have left the Christchurch 
area completely.

In addition many people and businesses 
have moved, or will be moving 
temporarily while their buildings are 
repaired or rebuilt during the next 10 
years. They may have rented or bought 
properties depending on their fi nancial 
circumstances and the length of time 
involved. The size and timing of the 
temporary workforce needed for the 
rebuild is unknown at this stage, as is the 
method by which they will be housed, 
but it could have a signifi cant impact on 
transport systems.

As a result, the transport system needs 
to be fl exible enough to deal with 
constantly changing travel patterns 
and volumes in the short to medium 
term, without committing the Council 
to signifi cant expenditure on assets 
that will only have a short life span. 
Greenfi eld sites have been released 
for development earlier than expected 
pre-earthquake, bringing forward the 
need for new transport infrastructure in 
these areas. In the short term, providing 
a transport system to support a more 
dispersed city will be a challenge, but 
one that needs to be managed without 
losing sight of the longer term vision for 
the transport system.

Travel patterns
Christchurch has developed as a 
lower density, radial city with many 
communities having only 10 households 
per hectare. This type and form of land 
use development has significant impacts 
on the transport system. The Greater 
Christchurch Urban Development 
Strategy recognises this and supports 
a move towards a more compact urban 
form. Dispersed land use patterns 
are typically linked with high levels 
of vehicle ownership/use or vehicle 
dependence, while compact land use is 
more commonly linked with lower levels 
of car ownership/use and higher levels 
of active transport and public transport 
patronage4. The use of the private 
vehicles is the dominant travel option 
in Christchurch (72 per cent of all trips 
in 2009)5 for the majority of people and 
businesses. Walking and cycling make 
up 24 per cent of all trips with public 
transport three per cent of all trips.

The purpose of trips influences the 
travel choice made. Of all the trips being 
made by residents, the majority are for 
shopping or personal trips (32 per cent), 
and for social trips (31 per cent)6. The car 
is the main travel choice for these trips 
(85 per cent choose to drive). When the 
purpose of the trip is for work (18 per cent 
of journeys), 64 per cent drove or were a 
passenger in a car to work7.

For the future wellbeing of the city, it 
is important that a range of attractive 
and efficient travel options are easily 
accessible to give people and business 
choice in the way they travel. Of all the 
trips made by residents, 40 per cent are 
less than 2km in length, making these 
journeys ideal for walking and journeys 
of 1km to 10km ideal for cycling. There are 
areas of the community, especially rural, 
for which the private vehicle is the only 
viable option.

Managing growth – long term 
land use
The Greater Christchurch Urban 
Development Strategy sets the long-term 
land use pattern for growth during the 
next 35 years in the Greater Christchurch 
area. There is a focus on intensifi cation 
around centres, including the Central 
City, to reduce the impact of sprawl on 
the Canterbury Plains and the cost of 
infrastructure. Proposed Change 1 to the 
Regional Policy Statement (PC1) also 
includes the identifi cation of new areas, 
called greenfi eld areas, for residential and 
business development into the future. 
While the earthquakes have resulted in 
some of these development areas being 
fast-tracked and new greenfi eld areas 
introduced, the PC1 long-term, land 
use pattern for Greater Christchurch 
remains unchanged by the 2010 and 2011 
earthquakes. Figure 4.2.

Population fi gures dropped dramatically 
in 2011 and the city continued to lose 
residents in 2012. However, it is expected 
that the city will start to grow again in 
2013, but at a slower rate than pre-
earthquake (excluding the temporary 
workforce). At some stage in the future, 
after the rebuild phase, it is expected 
that Christchurch will return to a more 
settled growth pattern. The challenge 
for the transport system is to ensure that 
investment in the short to medium term 
does not contradict the long term plans 
for intensifi cation in Christchurch and 
also that provision is made to set land 
aside for any identifi ed future transport 
corridors during the acceleration of 
greenfi eld development in the short term.
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Proposals by NZTA: motorways will solve it!

Proposals by NZTA include the Roads of National Significance (RoNS) projects. 
These cover the Northern and Southern Corridor motorway projects, and SH1 upgrades 
near the airport. The Northern Corridor, addresses vehicle congestion issues during 
peak times, seeking to improve the infrastructure due to increased demand for housing. 
Conversely, the Southern Corridor, accommodates the large shift of living and commercial 
demand southwest of Christchurch. SH1 upgrades enhance connectivity between 
Northern and Southern Corridors, also enhancing connection to developing industrial 
areas near the airport. The proposals push integration of shared pedestrian and cycle 
paths alongside motorways providing connectivity by different means. NZTA claim that 
they will reduce commuter travel time, reduce congestion, improve walking/cycling, 
support economic growth, improve safety and create jobs/access to jobs.84

Analysis.

Ineffective proposals by the NZTA: motorways won’t solve it!

NZTA’s proposals supposedly improve the situation on paper, and Christchurch 
residents trust these proposals will solve the problem. This is not the case, factoring 
current growth trends and social attitudes. One main issue with construction/extension 
of motorways is that they amplify the problem in long term. The NZTA will extend 
the existing motorways, meeting the demand of urban development with car-centric 
intentions. However, the extensions will only feed the very sprawl that they cause.85

84  “Christchurch Motorways | NZ Transport Agency,” accessed September 27, 2017, https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/
christchurch-motorways/.

85  Speck, Walkable City., Pg. 16.

5.1.3

5.2

5.2.1
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C H R I S T C H U R C H

R O L L E S T O N

B U R N H A M  

K A I A P O I

R A N G I O R A

GROWTH CENTRE:  
GREATER CHRISTCHURCH

IMMEDIATE PRIORITIES AND 
FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES *

Legend N

Committed

Investigation

2016-27

No timeframe

PROJECT

Brougham Street investigation
INTERVENTION

Optimise existing networks
OUTCOME

Increase throughput, travel 
time reliability, safety and 
urban amenity

PROJECT

Christchurch SH76 – 
Hornby to Lyttelton Port  
of Christchurch 
INTERVENTION

Business case
OUTCOME

Increase throughput, safety, 
travel time reliability and 
freight efficiency

PROJECT

SH74 – Marshlands to 
Burwood: Safer Roads and 
Roadsides improvements 
INTERVENTION

New infrastructure
OUTCOME

Safety

PROJECT

Christchurch Urban  
Cycle Network
INTERVENTION

New infrastructure, 
manage demand
OUTCOME

Safety and transport 
choice

PROJECT

Christchurch: An Accessible City 
(transport networks and services to 
support Central City Recovery Plan)
INTERVENTION

New infrastructure, manage demand
OUTCOME

Transport choice, travel time 
reliability

PROJECT

Christchurch Northern Corridor 
(RoNS) 
INTERVENTION

New infrastructure
OUTCOME

Increase throughput, travel time 
reliability and freight efficiency

PROJECT

Christchurch City Council 
Network Business Case 
INTERVENTION

Business case
OUTCOME

Network efficiency, 
transport choice, travel 
time reliability

PROJECT

Restoring Evans Pass route 
INTERVENTION

New infrastructure
OUTCOME

Resilience and freight efficiency

PROJECT

Christchurch Southern Motorway 
Stage 2 – Halswell Junction Road  
to Waterholes (RoNS) 
INTERVENTION

New infrastructure
OUTCOME

Increase throughput, travel time 
reliability and freight efficiency

PROJECT

Western Belfast Bypass (RoNS), 
Groynes to Sawyers, Harewood to 
Avonhead, and Barters Road projects 
INTERVENTION

New infrastructure
OUTCOME

Increase throughput, travel time 
reliability and safety

PROJECT

Christchurch SH1/73/76  
– Belfast/Rolleston/Darfield 
INTERVENTION

Business case
OUTCOME

Increase throughput, safety, 
travel time reliability and freight 
efficiency

PROJECT

Waimakariri Urban Cycle 
Network
INTERVENTION

New infrastructure, 
manage demand
OUTCOME

Safety and transport choice

TRANSPORT SYSTEM-WIDE INTERVENTIONS

• Investigate options for demand 
management within greater 
Christchurch

• Support delivery of agreed growth 
strategies for greater Christchurch, 
including the Land Use and Central 
City Recovery Plans

* New infrastructure investments need to demonstrate value for money through the business case process, particularly those identified for later decades.

GROWTH CENTRE:  
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FIG. 35. Greater Christchurch Growth Centre.
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More demand will be met through knock-on development and construction of car-
oriented subdivisions (note the fact that Christchurch is the 4th in the world in terms of car 
ownership.86). This will cause more congestion down the track, with yet another proposal 
extending and widening the motorway even further. The cycle will continue until there is 
little land left! Mees (A Very Public Solution, 2000),87 explains that equilibrium between 
transport and land use will not be brought about if motorways are simply widened or 
extended.88 The Ministry of Transport (MoT) identifies this issue as the Transport Land-
Use Cycle.89 MoT proposed that to analyse/reduce the cycle, latter effects should be 
assessed along with the ‘first round’ effects of the cycle. 

86  Young and Barton, Prototype City. Pg., 34.

87  Paul Mees, A Very Public Solution: Transport in the Dispersed City (Carlton South, Vic: Melbourne University Press, 2000).

88  Ibid., Pg. 27.

89  Ministry of Transport, “Contribution of Transport to Economic Development: International Literature Review with New 
Zealand Perspectives,” November 2014, http://www.transport.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Our-Work/Documents/edt-contribution-of-
transport-lit-review.pdf. Pg., 38.

FIG. 36.

Transport Land-Use Cycle.
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The government has 
prioritised seven 
transportation projects 
throughout New Zealand 
that meet the Roads of 
National Signi�cance 
principles. 
These projects will support New 
Zealand’s economic growth and 
productivity by moving people and 
freight more e�ciently. 

The Christchurch RoNS project is a 
package of works on the Northern, 
Western and Southern Corridors. The 
Christchurch Southern Motorway 
Stage 2 completes the Southern 
Corridor.
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A �yover and drive through 
animation is available on the 
project website  
www.nzta.govt.nz/csm2
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•	 Main South Road (SH1) will be widened to 
two lanes in each direction from the passing 
lanes north of Rolleston to Robinsons 
Road. A new section of motorway will 
be built from Robinsons Road to join the 
Christchurch Southern Motorway  
Stage 1 (CSM1) at Halswell Junction Road. 
A median safety barrier will separate 
oncoming tra�c. The existing Rolleston 
Drive and Hoskyns Road tra�c signals will 
not change as part of this project.

•	 A full grade-separated interchange at 
the Weedons Road/Main South Road 
intersection will allow full access to and 
from Weedons Road and Weedons Ross 
Road, while allowing Main South Road to 
remain free-�owing.

•	 Weedons Road will be realigned at Levi 
Road, with the priority changing at this 
intersection.

•	 A new local road next to the railway line 
will provide alternative access to properties 
along the western side of Main South Road.

•	 Direct access to properties along both sides 
of Main South Road (from Weedons Road to 
Robinsons Road will be removed to improve 
safety).

•	 Alternative access to properties along the 
eastern side of Main South Road will be 
provided. This will include a new local road 
between Berketts Road and Robinsons Road.

•	 Larcombs Road will be closed at Main South 
Road.

•	 Berketts Road will be restricted to left turns 
in from Main South Road and left turns out 
to Main South Road.

•	 Robinsons Road will pass under Main South 
Road to remain connected with Curraghs 
Road.

•	 A new o�-road shared cycle path will be 
provided between Curraghs Road and 
Dawsons Road.

•	 A new grade separated ‘Y-junction’ north of 
Robinsons Road will be included.

•	 A new roundabout will be built at the 
Dawsons Road/Waterholes Road/Main 
South Road intersection.

•	 Waterholes Road will pass over the 
new motorway. A minor realignment of 
Waterholes Road and Hamptons Road will 
improve safety at this intersection.

•	 Trents Road will pass over the new 
motorway.

•	 Blakes Road will be cut by the new 
motorway, becoming two cul-de-sacs.

•	 A full grade-separated ‘diamond’ 
interchange at Shands Road (south of 
Marshs Road) will allow the new motorway 
to be free-�owing while providing access to 
and from Shands Road via on and o�-ramps.

•	 A new walking and cycling path will connect 
the CSM1 shared use path with the Little 
River Rail Trail.

•	 On and o�-ramps at Halswell Junction Road 
will provide motorway access to and from 
the city for all vehicles.

•	 Halswell Junction Road and Springs Road 
will pass over the motorway.

•	 John Paterson Drive will be realigned to join 
Halswell Junction Road to provide safe access.

•	 A 1.5m wide shoulder will be provided on all 
local road bridges and underpasses, which 
can be used by cyclists.

•	 A shared pedestrian and cycle path will be 
provided on the Trents Road and Marshs 
Road bridges, with pedestrian footpaths 
included on all the other local road bridges 
and underpasses.

•	 The motorway will be built close to the 
existing ground level.
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FIG. 37. Northern and Southern Corridor motorway projects by the NZTA. 
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Proposals by others: more emphasis needed on rail and other transport types.

Despite being a controversial talking point, the Central City Recovery Plan,90 
appear to be working in terms of providing for the ‘central city’s’ transport needs. The 
Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan91 is also working, overseeing new cycleways in 
Christchurch. However, whilst the plans benefit each other, an interesting observation 
was the ‘focus’ on promoting the existing road infrastructure. Making sense in the ‘small 
scheme’ of things, but it’s not considering ‘all options.’ If providing access to different 
transport options is a goal, surely it would include more than just provision for cycleways 
and buses? There is little emphasis on rail use in any of the schemes – only for freight. In 
a report, ECan, with its subsidiary Metro,92 wrote about how rail would be an unsustainable 
option for Christchurch, due to the costs involved in creating and maintaining the 
network.93 It appears that either costs cloud potential or they want to evade the issue 
completely. 

90  Central City Plan.

91  “Transport Strategic Plan 2012 : Christchurch City Council.”

92  “Pages - Metro Home,” accessed September 27, 2017, http://www.metroinfo.co.nz/Pages/default.aspx.

93  “What about Light Rail?,” accessed July 16, 2017, http://www.metroinfo.co.nz/news/Pages/waimak_what_about_light_rail.
aspx.

FIG. 38.

Vehicle and  road use is still heavily prioritised in  
current proposals for future transport.

5.2.2

YEAH, NAH.
WE STILL LIKE CARS.
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5.3TRANSPORT PROPOSALS.
CONCLUSION

C.  Current proposals aimed at improving transport believe access to transport 
variety is the way to move forward. Consideration for use of public transport, cycling and 
walking is highlighted. Regionally, emphasis is still placed on road infrastructure, with 
construction of motorways feeding the very sprawl they cause. Rail use is placed on the 
back-burner, with proposals favouring roads, primarily due to costs – and fail to seek 
benefits from it. Thus, it seems that narrow sighted proposals are the ‘future.’
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S.

SECTION SUMMARY 6.0

This section tells the story of the crucial role public 
transport plays in our cities - and the positive social, 
economic and environmental benefits it can provide. 
Investigation is made into attributes of world class 
public transport systems. This research informs 
how a new network could be applied in Christchurch. 
Exploration of how the city can benefit from a new, 
improved network is undertaken, and what changes 
must be made with the existing network, to encourage 
a car dependent society to embrace public transport.
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A city without public transport is a city that regularly grinds to a halt.94 Public 
transport’s role in our cities extends far beyond moving people around. Imagine the 
effects if public transportation was removed? If our only option was getting around by car 
- it would be chaos. Surprisingly, public transport provides many positive social, economic 
and environmental implications,95 and is even needed to keep cities competitive.96 Mees 
states public transport is, and everyone agrees, a good thing.97 

Socially, public transport helps promote a ‘sense of community’ while travelling, 
and allows affordable transport access to everyone, no matter of age, or income. It 
also encourages healthier lifestyles – through walking and cycling, reducing stress and 
other health related issues. Speck (Walkable City, 2013),98 interestingly pointed out that 
spending time in traffic congestion triples your risk of a heart attack.99 Another study 
found people with longer commutes reported a lower satisfaction with life.100 Public 
transport also reduces fatalities and injuries caused by cars. 

94  “Benefits of Public Transport,” accessed July 16, 2017, https://www.ptv.vic.gov.au/about-ptv/media-centre/student-media-
enquiries/benefits-of-public-transport/.

95  Ibid.

96  Alain Flausch, “Why Cities Need Public Transport to Be Competitive,” CityMetric, accessed July 16, 2017, http://www.
citymetric.com/transport/why-cities-need-public-transport-be-competitive-595.

97  Mees, A Very Public Solution., Pg., 3.

98  Speck, Walkable City.

99  Ibid. Pg., 48.

100  Ibid. Pg., 48.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT.
WHY WE NEED PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN OUR CITIES.

6.1
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Economically, travel is cheaper than owning a car, and reduces dependence on 
diminishing oil supply. It provides access to jobs and workplaces for those who don’t 
drive, or regularly commute to a single destination. Public transport contributes to local 
economies and national GDP – overall, transport infrastructure and operations together 
account for about 5 percent of New Zealand GDP.101 

Environmentally, public transport use reduces carbon footprint.102 Doing so, fuel 
consumption decreases per person, reducing emissions and reducing the number of cars 
on the road, also using less land than road infrastructure.103104

101  Ministry of Transport, “Contribution of Transport to Economic Development.” Pg., 7.

102  “Public Transportation Benefits,” accessed July 16, 2017, http://www.apta.com/mediacenter/ptbenefits/Pages/default.aspx.

103  “Benefits of Public Transport.”

104  Jarrett Walker, Human Transit: How Clearer Thinking about Public Transit Can Enrich Our Communities and Our Lives 
(Washington, DC: Island Press, 2012).

LINEAR CROSS ORBITAL RADIAL ORBITAL/RADIAL

1 2 3 4 5

FIG. 39. Public transport networks have several topologies, adapting to the city they are located.104
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A world class transport system provides commuters with comfortable, convenient 
and highly efficient travel in ‘free-flowing’ traffic. Good public transport is a necessary 
component in a world class city – public transport is and will always be the major mode 
of transport.105 Essentially, a world class ‘public transportation’ system is one which 
operates with little to no disruption to users, and if disruption occurs, contingency plans 
are in place that are just as efficient. Successful integration of multi-modal transport106 
making for a seamless journey is key, with minimal waiting times at transfer points.107 

105  Singapore Government, “A World Class Land Transport System,” accessed July 18, 2017, http://unpan1.un.org/intradoc/
groups/public/documents/apcity/unpan002718.pdf. Pg., 1-2.

106  Christchurch (N.Z.) and City Council, Central City Plan: Draft Central City Recovery Plan for Ministerial Approval, December 
2011, 2011. Pg., 107.

107  Auckland Transport, “New Public Transport Network,” Auckland Transport, accessed July 18, 2017, https://at.govt.nz/
projects-roadworks/new-public-transport-network/.

ATTRIBUTES OF A WORLD CLASS PUBLIC TRANSPORT SYSTEM.6.2
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FIG. 40.

Oversimplified diagramme of Christchurch’s current network.

FIG. 41.

Oversimplified diagramme of rail integration into Christchurch’s 
network.
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Benefits: Economic, Urban, Environmental.

Apart from social, environmental and economic benefits explained earlier, a multi-
modal network could improve Christchurch’s transport situation, easing congestion 
to outer areas. Implementation would take time, particularly when tapping into social 
constraints, but economically, represent a significant long-term investment. Multi-
modal transit present opportunities for business, due to perceived permanence.108 Plus, 
movement of goods can also be transit-based. 

A new network encourages businesses to be less reliant on direct car access. 
Therefore, a new network could bring change to urban design prioritising transit over 
vehicles. When aligned with land-use planning, densification of suburban and Greater 
Christchurch would benefit the city environmentally. If destinations are closer and 
connected by transit, it reduces the need to drive. Transit oriented planning provides 
opportunities to recreate ‘The Garden City’, reintroducing landscaped, cyclable and 
walkable streets in the CBD, suburbs, and satellite towns. This combination of transit 
aligned economic, urban and environmental benefits, would make for a sustainable, well 
planned, and economically vibrant city.

108  “Businesses to Benefit from the Arrival of the Tram - News Blog,” accessed August 28, 2017, http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/
blog/newsblog/post/538/businesses-to-benefit-from-the-arrival-of-the-tram.

BENEFITS OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT -  FOR CHRISTCHURCH.6.3

6.3.1
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6.3.2Tapping into social constraints.

Socially, integrating a new network would not convince the public unless the travel 
‘experience’ is addressed – which could help shift negative attitudes. Studies show that 
many negative attributes are linked with bad attitudes to public transport. Determinants 
include the level of service, cleanliness, reliability and lack of variety.109 Other factors 
compared perceptions of cars with public transport - addressing journey types, individual 
riders’ characteristics, lifestyle, and perceptions of different transport modes. Light rail 
was perceived as better among car users.110

109  Gabriela Beirão and J.A. Sarsfield Carbral, “Understanding Attitudes towards Public Transport and Private Car: A 
Qualitative Study” (Faculty of Engineering of the University of Porto, 2007), http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S0967070X07000522.2007, Pg., 482.

110  Ibid., Pg. 483.

FROM THIS TO THIS

FIG. 42. Public transport needs to be viewed as more than just ‘seats’.
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Transport layout: what can be done differently?

Workarounds include the actual comfort and layout of the transportation itself. 
Instead of viewing transport as just seats, why not look at it as ‘mobile amenity?’ It is 
important to accommodate different peoples’ characteristics and lifestyles – not just for 
accessibility purposes. Public transport gives a good opportunity for workers to head 
start their day before they physically arrive. 

Service quality.

Service quality is a gripe many complain about. This may not be limited to a rude 
bus driver, but includes reliability of the technology, transport, and information given. 
Riders like to feel in ‘control’ of their journeys, access to clearer information systems, self 
service facilities and knowledge of solid contingencies if things go wrong, is key.

Transport variety.

Providing easier access to different varieties of public transport allows more 
options for commuters (i.e. bus, tram, train, ferry), tailored to suit their journeys, lifestyles 
and characteristics. 

APPLICATION: TAPPING INTO THE TRANSIT EXPERIENCE.6.4

6.4.1

6.4.2

6.4.3
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6.4.4Transit/traffic regulation.

When addressing car users in a more forceful social context, public transport 
would gain traction if the transport is backed by direct measures intended to restrain the 
city’s traffic levels. Discouragement of single use occupancy during peak times would 
help cut congestion. Providing public transit and high occupancy lanes (T2/T3 lanes), 
gains ‘an edge’, since avoidance of queues would save time.111 Bus lanes, as already 
mentioned, are not adequate in Christchurch to fulfil this. Providing unbroken corridors for 
both carpools/ride sharing and transit, and heavily imposing single occupant vehicles at 
peak times, would be a desirable means to adjust social parameters.

111  Mees, A Very Public Solution., Pg., 28.

AMENITY CONTROL VARIETY
FIG. 43.
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6.5 TRANSPORT PROPOSALS.
CONCLUSION

C. Public transport is crucial for our cities. Without it, the city would grind to a halt. 
Public transport helps keep cities competitive, and provides a number of social, economic 
and environmental benefits. Public transport systems that work efficiently with little 
delay, and provide comfort for it’s passengers are considered world class. Christchurch 
public transport must improve significantly - considering several local benefits, such 
as easing congestion, positive effects on business, reduction of direct car access and 
so on. A new system, must overcome several societal challenges, such as the current 
stigma surrounding public transport. An improvement of service standards, such as 
comfort and reliability must be addressed - leading to positive social repercussions. 
Public transport needs to be viewed as more than just seats - it should be viewed as 
mobile amenity. Enhancements in the layout of the transport interior can be changed to 
suit the time of day, and tap into riders’ lifestyles and characteristics. This also applies 
to providing transport variety, to suit characteristics and lifestyles (i.e. bus, tram, trains). 
Service quality must improve so riders have a sense of control over their journeys. Traffic 
regulation must be implemented if a public transport system is to be successful. Having 
unbroken transit corridors, providing high occupancy lanes on roads and encouragement 
of ride sharing are steps that can be taken to encourage the use of public transport over 
cars. 
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VII

TRANSIT PLANNING
SPRAWL REPAIR AND SMART GROWTH
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S.

SECTION SUMMARY 7.0

This section addresses the issue of car based sprawl 
in Christchurch, and explores urban concepts aimed 
at aligning public transport networks with regional 
urban growth - in order to reduce it. Sprawl repair is 
researched, exposing contrasts between the attributes 
of sprawl and traditional urban development. The 
concepts within Smart Growth are explored to gain 
understanding of the relationship between transport 
and urban form, and what steps can be taken to ensure 
people and transit are priortitised over private vehicles. 
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THE CONCEPT OF ‘SPRAWL REPAIR’

Sprawl repair can be defined, as transforming failing or potentially failing, single-use, and 
car-dominated developments into complete communities that have better economic, 
social and environmental performance. Tachieva outlines the main objective is facilitating 
communities by reintegrating the neighbourhood unit, similar to the traditional fabric 
that was established in towns and cities prior to WWII. It focuses on inserting elements 
that are needed – buildings, density, public space, additional connections – to complete 
and diversify the mono-agglomerations of sprawl – subdivisions, strip shopping centres, 
office parks, malls and edge cities.112

What are complete communities?

Contrasting sprawl, complete communities have a mix of uses and are walkable, with 
many of a person’s daily needs, shops, offices, transit, civic and recreational places – in 
a short distance from home. They are compact, to consume less open space and enable 
multiple modes of transportation. They also provide a wide variety of building types, 
providing options to residents and business, diversifying the population. This mix of uses, 
public spaces, transportation and population makes complete communities economically, 
socially and environmentally sustainable.113

112  Tachieva, Galina, Sprawl Repair Manual (Washington: Island Press, 2010)., P., 5.

113  Ibid., Pg., 1.

7.1
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29THE SPRAWL REPAIR METHOD

TECHNIQUES

T1 NATURAL ZONE consists of lands approximating or revert-
ing to a wilderness condition, including lands unsuitable for 
settlement due to topography, hydrology, or vegetation.

T2 RURAL ZONE consists of sparsely settled lands in open or 
cultivated states. These include woodland, agricultural land, 
grassland, and irrigable desert. Typical buildings are farmhouses, 
agricultural buildings, cabins, and villas.

T3 SUB-URBAN ZONE consists of low-density residential areas, 
adjacent to higher zones that have some mixed use. Home 
offices and outbuildings are allowed. Planting is naturalistic and 
setbacks are relatively deep. Blocks may be large and the roads 
irregular to accommodate natural conditions.

T4 GENERAL URBAN ZONE consists of a mixed use but primar-
ily residential urban fabric. It may have a wide range of building 
types: detached and sideyard houses, and townhouses. Setbacks 
and landscaping are variable. 

T5 URBAN CENTER ZONE consists of higher-density, mixed-use 
buildings that accommodate retail, offices, townhouses, and 
apartments. It has a tight network of streets, with wide side-
walks, steady street tree planting, and buildings set close to the 
sidewalks.

T6 URBAN CORE ZONE consists of the highest density and 
height, with the greatest variety of uses, and civic buildings 
of regional importance. It may have larger blocks; streets have 
steady street tree planting and buildings are set close to wide 
sidewalks. Typically only large towns and cities have an Urban 
Core zone.

SPECIAL DISTRICTS consist of areas with buildings that do not 
conform to one or more of the six normative Transect zones.

Note: Definitions adapted from SmartCode v9.2

RURAL FARMLAND RURAL SPRAWL
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Comparison of the Transect in sprawl and in traditional urbanism, showing the lack of direct correlation between the two2-15. 

FIG. 44. Urban to Rural transect - showing differences between the trasect of urban sprawl (S, top), to traditional urban development (T, bottom). 
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SPRAWL

FIG. 45. Sprawl Scenario.
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COMMUNITY

FIG. 46. Complete Community.
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Andres Duany et. al. (Smart Growth Manual, 2010) argue concepts of ‘Smart 
Growth’ can be applied when considering the role transit plays in repairing the 
unsatisfactory land use planning evident in sprawl. The smart growth concept seeks 
to regain a balance among transportation modes by encouraging walking, cycling, and 
all types of transit, but also works to reduce the need for mobility by promoting self-
sufficient communities. Smart growth insists that transportation and land-use decisions 
be made in tandem.114 A public transport network, can be aligned with effective land-use 
planning, creating transit oriented places.115 Historically, as is the case with Christchurch, 
a ped-shed established the neighbourhood, and trams/trains determined the corridor 
structure of urban expansion, and trains generated the nodal pattern of early suburbs. 
However, automobile introduction has allowed new development to spread thinly and 
without discipline across the landscape. The transportation/land-use connection that 
is responsible for these good and bad patterns is well known, yet it fails to influence 
planning, argues Duany.116 

The smart growth principles argue, to overcome this lack of discipline, more 
than just coordinated land use planning is required. A multimodal ‘balance’ of transport 
typologies is to be utilised – do not prioritise the car above other modes of transport. 
This is a trend that many cities are beginning to employ slowly. Building a transit ‘region’ 

114  Andres Duany, Jeff Speck, and Mike Lydon, The Smart Growth Manual (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2010)., Pg., 3.0.

115  Ibid., Pg., 3.1.

116  Ibid.

TRANSIT AND ‘SMART GROWTH’
UTILISATION FOR SPRAWL REPAIR.

7.2
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is also prioritised, with planning of the transit comprehensively at a regional scale. 
Additionally, providing a transportation choice – seeking the contextually appropriate 
mode of transit. Transit that is easy to use for the public, by providing simplified routes, 
frequent service, a dignified wait – stops that provide a safe and comfortable place to sit 
– and have integration within urbanism. 

Conversely, the way automobile transportation is dealt with in smart growth – 
particularly for application in the U.S. include the ‘townless highway’, aimed at protecting 
rural thoroughfares from development, reducing congestion at on-ramps. The other 
is the highwayless town. This is aimed at protecting communities from high speed 
thoroughfares. Liveability is an aspect of smart growth that aligns with transport. Taming 
the automobile, is a smart growth principle, stating to not allow traffic to trump liveability. 
Duany states that successful urban areas cannot avoid having too much traffic and 
insufficient parking. Cities add highways, widen roads, and demolish buildings for car 
parks will only satisfy driving demand by progressively becoming undesirable places. 
He goes on to state that city planners who strive to make driving and parking more 
convenient inevitably degrade the urban environment as a result.117

117  Ibid., Pg., 3.1-3.11.

“providing a transport choice - seeking the 
contextually appropriate mode of transit.”
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FIG. 47.1. 

ELECTRIC HEAVY RAIL

FIG. 47.2.

TRAMS

FIG. 47.3.

HIGH SPEED LIGHT RAIL

CONTEXT 2: Trams utilised for urban use, whereas high speed LRT could be 
utilised for rapid transit along major corridors.Images show high-speed trams 
in Porto, Portugal.

CONTEXT 1: Heavy rail trains could be utilised for long distance express routes requiring 
high speeds. Image showing suburban trains in Auckland.

POTENTIAL TRANSPORT CONTEXTS FOR CHCH

FIG. 47. Transport Contexts.
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FIG. 47.4.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

FIG. 47.5.

HYBRID BUSES
FIG. 47.6.

PERSONAL RAPID TRANSIT

CONTEXT 3: Use of electric vehicles to  drive to stations, and utilise park and 
rides are a sustainable option if vehicles are required. Shuttle buses also for 
local use connect to main stations and distribute travellers. Images, top, Tesla 
model 3, bottom, Hybrid electric shuttle used in pre-quake Christchurch CBD.

CONTEXT 4: Personal rapid transit systems (PRT), could be utilised for specialised 
circulation, such as within a large campus or airport. These systems are useful when the 
distance between one service and another is unwalkable.
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TRANSIT CORRIDORS AND TOD.
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S.

SECTION SUMMARY 8.0

This section narrows it’s scope from the regional 
scale, focusing on concepts that apply to established 
public transport routes, also known as corridors. 
The importance of transit corridors on land use is 
examined, alongside the different types of corridors. 
This leads to introduction of the transit-oriented 
development (T.O.D.) and how it provides a possible 
solution to shift societal and urban focus from cars to 
transit, discouraging car dependency - lessening the 
abundance of urban sprawl.
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What are transit Corridors, and their importance on Urban Development?

Corridors are part of the puzzle when it comes to regional transportation planning 
– but are not explicitly transport related. Corridors, are linear elements that both connect 
and separate neighbourhoods and districts. They include waterways, greenways, rail lines, 
and major traffic thoroughfares.118 Sprawl scenarios see corridors as motorways, such as 
the Northern and Southern Corridors in Christchurch feeding peripheral areas. 

When placed in a ‘transit’ context, corridors provide extensive benefits when 
planned coherently. A transit corridor is by definition, the walkable areas around all of the 
stations along a transit line. According to the Center for Transit-Oriented Development 
(CTOD),119 different transit technologies will define different areas of influence. For 
example, the area of influence along light and heavy rail corridors is typically a half mile 
radius around stations. Whereas trams, can stop as often as every street corner they tend 
to have a stronger influence on development. CTOD articulates that any transit technology 
can ‘define’ a transit corridor – the potential lies in what technology is most contextually 
appropriate. 120 

118  Ibid., Pg., 2.7.

119  “Center for Transit-Oriented Development,” accessed September 27, 2017, http://ctod.org/.

120  Center for Transit-Oriented Development, “Transit Corridors And TOD Connecting The Dots Is Important,” October 2010, 
http://ctod.org/pdfs/tod203.pdf., Pg. 4.

TRANSIT CORRIDORS8.1
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TRANSIT LINE MAIN CENTRESUBURBAN CENTRERURAL CENTRE DESTINATION

Corridor planning gives potential to revitalising underused areas – railways 
for instance, will become increasingly valuable in a post-petroleum world. Corridors 
encourage intensified development around transit stops along the line, forming walkable 
‘transit oriented developments’ that are accessible to all. Corridors have positive 
implications not only for suburbs, but outer areas also. Satellite towns spread along 
transit corridors, can encourage the same planning, creating dense walkable town centres 
with amenities centralised around a station/stop. Thus, ensuring development does not 
take the form of car-based sprawl.

FIG. 48. Transit Corridor.
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FIG. 49

An example of corridor planning in Montgomery 
County, Maryland, U.S.A. This shows planning 
affecting a regional scale, with multiple townships 
connected to a linear transport route.
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FIG. 50

An example of corridor planning in Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A. It demonstrates corridor planning at a ‘route’ scale. It shows the conglomeration of 
urban areas around stations along a transit route.
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Corridor Typologies: what is along these paths?

Destination Corridor: A destination corridor, connects suburbs with a variety of activity 
centres. They exhibit consistent high ridership and frequent service with some being 
utilised for connector corridors. Stations considered ‘destinations’, exhibit high demand 
for neighbouring development. Destinations out of the city, have strong potential for 
new development if connected to nearby destinations. Stations feature high levels of 
accessibility plus connectivity to other modes of transport. Surrounding development 
tends toward higher density, encouraging walkability to destinations.121 

Commuter Corridor: A commuter corridor, generally serves one major destination or 
centre. This typology is aimed at commuters who wish for direct travel. It usually has 
stops located near suburban centres, and differs from a destination corridor as it does not 
involve multiple activity centres. Frequency of service along a commuter corridor is high 
during peak and reduces in off-peak times. Stations feature enhanced pedestrian/bicycle 
access, and encourage enhanced streetscapes. Park & ride and ‘feeder services’ to the 
stations are not uncommon.122

District Circulator: A district circulator services an activity centre, such as a CBD. They 
extend walkable range within the activity centre, connecting to amenities without a car. 
District circulators can be utilised in small towns and neighbourhoods connecting a 
commuter or destination corridor. Circulators encourage walkability, affect local planning 
and decrease parking, boosting business/retail operation without providing additional 
parking. Ridership increases if connected to a wider network.123

121  Ibid., Pg., 6.

122  Ibid., Pg., 6-7.

123  Ibid., Pg., 7.

8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2

8.2.3
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Transit corridor typologies.
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Transit Oriented Developments (T.O.D) can be defined as compact and mixed-use 
activities configured around light or heavy rail stations, interlaced by pedestrian 
amenities. They have gained popularity worldwide as a sustainable form of urbanism.124 
The concept, was created by Peter Calthorpe (The Next American Metropolis: Ecology, 
Community and the American Dream, 1993),125 directly responding to the increasing 
sprawled development that is occurring in the US. Calthorpe insists this response to 
sprawl is simple and timely.126 The use of public transit systems, cars, cycling and walking 
can be combined in a manner which reliance on a single ‘means’ is not necessary, adding 
variety, and reducing overall congestion. These resonate with what Greater Christchurch 
planning fails to consider.

Benefits of T.O.D.

T.O.D.’s have a number of social, environmental and economic benefits. CTOD 
insist the benefits from T.O.D.’s highly outweigh the consequences, as T.O.D.’s aim to 
solve problems for the long term.127 Socially, Tachieva articulates, that communities with 
a mix of uses and good connectivity, public spaces and transit proximity have residents 

124  Tigran Haas, ed., Sustainable Urbanism and beyond: Rethinking Cities for the Future (New York: Rizzoli : Distributed to the 
U.S. trade by Random House, 2012)., Pg., 126.

125  Peter Calthorpe, The Next American Metropolis: Ecology, Community and the American Dream (Princeton: Princeton 
Architectural Press, 1993).

126  Ibid., Pg. 16.

127  Abigail Thorne-Lyman and Elizabeth Wampler, Transit Corridors and TOD; Connecting The Dots, ed. Gloria Ohland (Center fot 
Transit-Oriented Development), accessed March 12, 2017, ctod.org/pdfs/tod203.pdf., Pg. 3.

ARRIVING AT THE T.O.D. CONCEPT.8.3

8.3.1
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who are more likely to walk, less likely to be overweight, and have greater social and 
community interactions.128 Thus, T.O.D. can improve public health. Providing communities 
with a good transit system and streetscaping elements, discouraging vehicle dependence 
and congestion.129 

128  Tachieva, Galina, Sprawl Repair Manual., Pg. 4.

129  Sam Zimbabwe and Alia Anderson, “TOD 204 Planning for TOD at the Regional Scale: The Big Picture,” Best Practices 
Guidebook (Center for Transit-Oriented Development, July 2011), http://ctod.org/pdfs/tod204.pdf., Pg. 2.

FIG. 52

An example of T.O.D. in Riyadh, designed by Barton Willmore. It demonstrates a higher density in the ped-shed (circle) near the station. 
It shows greenways and public spaces encouraging pedestrians. In this case the transit line is underground. 
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Environmentally, T.O.D. creates a more sustainable community. Doing so, by 
discouraging driving, directly reducing greenhouse emissions. Cervero and Sullivan (Green 
TOD’s: Sustainable Urbanism and Beyond, 2012), outline other radical environmental 
benefits that T.O.D. provides. They created “Green T.O.D.’s”, inviting green urbanism 
and architecture in community designs.130 Benefits include higher densities, reducing 
heating and cooling expenses resulting in lower energy consumption. Mixed land uses, 
intermixing shops, restaurants, workplaces, libraries etc. bring destinations closer 
together, thus promoting more walking and cycling. Technologically, green T.O.D.’s, may 
also harbour ‘infant technologies’ such as development of electric vehicle (EV) power 
sources. Localised EV travel could be utilised in within the community. Reduced surface 
parking and impervious surfaces is another key benefit. T.O.D. replaces this with green 
space for play, socialising and interacting with the community. Cervero also mentions 
opportunities that lie in power production at stations. Articulating that station areas are 
often community hubs, not only to get on and off trains and buses, but also socialise, 
congregate and be a part of the community. Many of these stations feature overhead 
canopies providing shade and protection. Utilising these large structures as power 
generators can provide the community with renewable energy, for changing EV’s and so 
on.131 

130  Haas, Sustainable Urbanism and beyond., Pg. 126.

131  Ibid., Pg. 126-127.
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FIG. 53

An example of development around a district circulator. Note the abundance of green space, streetscape and density. 
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T.O.D.’s provide benefits to local and regional economies. Pastor et. al. (This 
Could Be The Start Of Something Big, 2009)132 along with CTOD, argue that equity is 
fundamental to improving and maintaining regional competitiveness, and that transit 
systems must be planned to improve access to economic opportunity and jobs.133 T.O.D.’s 
and transit support strong regional economies by reducing travel times, lowering costs, 
improving access etc. It also enhances land values, and increase revenue from shops 
and restaurants near stations. CTOD argue T.O.D.’s facilitate job density, ‘knowledge 
agglomeration’ and idea exchange, spurring innovation, attracting younger ‘knowledge 
talent’, reaching a more diverse range of demographic due to accessibility.134

Planning T.O.D.’s.

The writer has established that for T.O.D.’s to be successfully achieved, planning 
T.O.D.’s must occur at different scales. The reason for this is based around ensuring there 
is a successful outcome, not only on a local, ‘building’ sized scale but also a regional 
scale.135 Therefore, it is correct to assume T.O.D. planning must ensure that benefits are 
felt not only in the node it serves, but also the city it is located, and the region the city is 
located and so on. 

132  Pastor Jr et al., This Could Be the Start of Something Big: How Social Movements for Regional Equity Are Reshaping 
Metropolitan America, 2015.

133  Sam Zimbabwe and Alia Anderson, “TOD 204 Planning for TOD at the Regional Scale: The Big Picture.” Pg., 9.

134  Ibid., Pg. 10.

135  Abigail Thorne-Lyman and Elizabeth Wampler, Transit Corridors and TOD; Connecting The Dots., Pg. 3.

8.3.2
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FIG. 54

Planning for T.O.D. is not limited to a single station, it must be coordinated with all scales, from the region, corridor, node, and site. This extesive planning has 
benefits not only locally, but regionally.

REGION CORRIDOR NODE SITE

1 2 3 4
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Cervero et al. praise the role of T.O.D.’s and corridors in sprawl repair and 
mitigation. They are considered one of the more promising tools for breaking the vicious 
cycle of sprawl and car-dependence feeding off each other. Rather, replacing it with a 
virtuous cycle where increased transit usage reduces traffic congestion and compact 
station-area development helps to curb sprawl. Tachieva insists, however, careful 
planning measures must be considered for Implementation of T.O.D.’s in sprawled 
subdivisions that allow for it, for example, being located on or near a railway line, or main 
highway – to establish it on a corridor. Coincidentally, this applies to many settlements in 
Greater Christchurch. The main reason for this, is that modern subdivision planning does 
not consider pedestrians,136 let alone transit – it’s all about cars. T.O.D. implementation 
in a sprawled subdivision differs heavily from implementation in an existing town 
centre. The inner city/town centre generally carries more robust pedestrian and transit 
connections; therefore, an intervention can be carried out due to supporting attributes. 
Subdivisions on the other hand are designed with only one thing in mind – meeting 
demand, not to mention the social attitudes of residents that subdivisions are paired with. 
Both Tachieva and Calthorpe agree that positive results of T.O.D.’s in certain situations137 
have mixed outcomes. While public transport increases due to a higher density, and 
variety of activities, the actual resulting effects are somewhat vague.138 

136  Tachieva, Galina, Sprawl Repair Manual., Pg. 78.

137  Ibid., Pg. 58.

138  Karen Witten, Wokje Abrahamse, and Keriata Stuart, eds., Growth Misconduct? Avoiding Sprawl and Improving Urban 
Intensification in New Zealand (New Zealand Centre for Sustainable Cities, 2011).

CORRIDORS AND T.O.D.
UTILISATION FOR SPRAWL REPAIR.

8.4
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It is good, however, to understand the attitudes and drawbacks of a potential 
solution. T.O.D.’s, while ‘conceptually sound’, rely solely on the effectiveness of the 
transport it is built around. Once this is established, they can begin to do their job, 
encouraging surrounding urban areas to flourish. One attribute of T.O.D. is the effect it can 
have on zoning rules. T.O.D. development can help change zoning for an area, for example, 
the construction of the New Lynn Transit-Oriented Development and Transformation in 
Auckland – aligning with the Unitary Plan. Including corridors in T.O.D. planning, results 
in a cohesive set of intensified development around the transit line. Examples include 
possible corridor planning on Dominion Road, Auckland,139 and the Rosslyn-Ballston 
Corridor, in Arlington, Virginia.140

139  Craig Pauling, “Further Down the Track” (Unitec Institute of Technology, 2016).

140  Arlington Virginia, “Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor,” Projects & Planning, 2017, https://projects.arlingtonva.us/planning/smart-
growth/rosslyn-ballston-corridor/.

FIG. 55

T.O.D. can help reduce the abundance of big-box shopping centers dominated by car parks

FROM THIS TO THIS
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Applying the concept: What does T.O.D. mean for Satellite towns?

Application of the T.O.D. concept to this project can be interpreted in several ways. 
The concept itself is a solid ‘architectural’ method to encourage intensification through 
design of physical spaces, eventually defining an architectural project. The concept, 
for this project, works well in terms of defining transit-centred ‘town squares’ and 
town centres in several the sprawl-affected areas and townships. Several case studies 
have been conducted on this concept, and apply to central city, suburban town centre 
and satellite township use. Research of this concept has opened a few further design 
opportunities. For example, the reliance the T.O.D. concept has on the transport it is built 
around. Consideration of sites is a key consideration for application of this concept. The 
sites must be able to have a wider influence, and reap benefits to a regional scale. 

8.5
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disregard big-box buildings and sprawled housing developments aim to attract smaller, denser developments around station

SPRAWLED
SATELLITE TOWN

CONDENSED T.O.D.

FIG. 56

Difference between T.O.D. and urban sprawl
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S.

SECTION SUMMARY 9.0

This section narrows the scope even further - down 
to the ‘place.’ It explores transit nodes, urban areas 
that are a part of a wider transport network, and thier 
regional potential. Aligning with the T.O.D. concept, 
investigation into transit-oriented places characterise 
the ‘type’ of area a station will serve - and what 
attributes each place exhibits. Also researched are 
Transit Villages. These are similar to T.O.D., however 
they emphasise ‘community.’ The creation of a 
community through public transport is a vital step in 
understanding the problem of car dependency at a 
‘local’ scale.
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PART OF THE SYSTEM: URBAN NODES9.1

Nodes can be loosely defined as a control point or intersection of two or more linear 
systems or pathways. These can be seen as road, rail, walkways etc., and generally 
represent crossing and meeting of flows along these systems.141 When placed in a 
transport context, nodes represent the stations or interchanges that occur along the 
routes or corridors and their respective urban developments. The crossing of two routes 
in a network, determine the ability for any station to be referred as a ‘node.’ Urban nodes 
exhibit potential as major hubs, connecting regional activity centres to main network 
corridors. Urban nodes also foster regional distribution and can be centres for logistics 
along major transport corridors. They also maintain connectivity for freight and public 
transport, reducing bottlenecks and mitigating harmful urban effects, such as sprawl.  
Urban nodes, within the context of a corridor and wider network, aid in the economic 
development of a region.142

141  Ross Galloway and Bhujon Kang, “Space-Node-Place” (Center for Sustainable Development: The University of Texas at Austin 
School of Architecture), accessed May 2, 2017, https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/bitstream/handle/2152/13088/3-Galloway_Kang-
Space_Node_Place.pdf., Pg., 2.

142  “Urban Nodes,” accessed September 5, 2017, http://www.scandria-corridor.eu/index.php/en/corridor/urban-nodes.
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The urban node in a transit 
corridor.
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TRANSIT ORIENTED PLACES

T.O.D.’s must be classified based on their context, since corridors naturally serve different 
urban scales of T.O.D., several typologies exist that define these scales. They are also 
known as types of place.143

Regional centre: These are primary centres of economic and cultural activity in any region. 
They are characterised by a dense mix of housing and employment types, retail and 
entertainment that cater to the regional market. They are served by a rich mix of transit 
modes. Christchurch City would be considered a regional centre. 

Urban centre: These contain a mix of residential, employment, retail and entertainment 
uses, but draw slightly lower densities than in regional centres. They draw residents 
from surrounding neighbourhoods. They are commuter hubs to the larger region, served 
by multiple transit options. Parts of inner Christchurch, such as Riccarton, would be 
considered an urban centre. 

Suburban centre: These have similarities to urban centres. They serve as both origins and 
destinations for commuters. Development is more recent than in urban centres, with more 
single-use areas and notably greater intensities in the radius of stations. 

143  Center for Transit-Oriented Development, “TOD 202 Station Area Planning: How To Make Great Transit Oriented Places,” 
Planning Manual (Center for Transit-Oriented Development, February 2008), http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/assets/Uploads/
tod202.pdf., Pg., 3.

9.2

A.

B.

C.
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FIG. 58.1

Types of transit-oriented 
place.
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Transit town centres: These function more as local-serving centres of economic and 
community activity than either urban or suburban centres, they attract fewer residents 
from the rest of the region.

Urban neighbourhood: These are primarily residential areas that are well connected to 
regional centres and urban centres. They have moderate to high densities and transit is 
less of a focus of activity than in centre place types. 

Transit neighbourhood: These are residential areas that are served by a rail service or 
high frequency bus lines, connecting to one location. Densities are low to moderate, and 
economic activity is not concentrated around stations. Economic activity may be located 
near the edge of two distinct neighbourhoods. 

Special-use/employment district: These are often single-use, either are low to moderate 
density employment centres, or are focused around a major institution (university etc.) or 
an entertainment venue. Stations are not the focus of economic activity. They employ less 
coordinated development and inner circulation. 

Mixed-use corridor: These are a focus of economic and community activity but have no 
distinct centre. They are characterised by a mix of moderate-density buildings that house 
services, retail, employment and civic or cultural uses. Many are developed along tram 
lines, or rapid bus routes. Development is usually intense around stations.144

144  Ibid., Pg., 4-7.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.
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TRANSIT VILLAGES

The concept of transit villages, combines ‘disciplines’ of urban design, 
transportation and market economics.’145 It is a concept defined by surrounding a transit 
station with a compact, mixed use community. Shopping, living, offices, and so on, invite 
village residents, workers and shoppers to utilise transit, and discourage car use. The 
idea, is like T.O.D., but differences lie in prioritising the creation of a ‘community’. Transit 
villages utilise concepts from ‘new urbanists’, such as Duany and Calthorpe. 

Compactness of transit villages is key, with most amenities being accessible 
within a five minute walking radius – roughly 400-500m. Bernick and Cervero (Transit 
Villages in the 21st Century, 1997),146 believe transit villages can be significant destinations 
and major activity centres. The heart of a transit village, is a transit station. It, by design, 
invites the community in, by allocating civic and public spaces nearby. The surrounding 
public spaces carry out the function of being a significant community area. They serve 
as sites for local events and celebrations. Bernick et al. call this a modern day version of 
the ‘Greek agora”.147 The civic and public spaces, then transition to the rest of the village, 
providing additional amenity such as green space, schools, sport areas and so on. 

145  Michael Bernick and Robert Cervero, Transit Villages in the 21st Century (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1997)., Pg., 5. 

146  Ibid.

147  Ibid.

9.3
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Transit villages invite local ‘destinations’ to be considered, such as event centres, 
shopping and other popular destinations. Economically, transit villages much be self-
sufficient. This is achieved via consideration of local market and economies, utilising 
them for use within the village. Additional economic drivers can be utilised, furthermore 
creating a destination.148

148  Ibid., Pg. 5-6.

FIG. 59

Del Mar Transit Village.California.
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Positive elements of transit villages: Overview.

According to Bernick et al., transit villages “are about increasing choice”. Providing the 
public with more means of transport, and opportunities to live and work differently. 
They provide more seamless access to transit by allocating the community closer to 
the transit node – the station is the “gateway” to the village. Public safety is an attribute 
of transit villages, by reducing the number of vehicles nearby, and the number of those 
using vehicles. Overall it cuts the chances of significant road accidents. They protect 
the environment, reducing the local carbon footprint, and prioritise open green space 
and walkability. They promote a variety of human-scale buildings, and discourage large 
shopping developments. 

Elements of the transit village.149

1. Enhanced mobility and environment: Benefits of promoting housing, shopping, 
work around transit stations improves access to transit. Replacing road trips with 
transit trips improves congestion on motorway corridors. Air quality also improves 
– leading to significant local environmental improvements.

2. Pedestrian friendliness: Encouragement of walkability, by enhancing streetscapes, 
reducing local vehicle presence and providing mixed land uses - make transit vil-
lages inviting places to walk. Walkability can be improved by pushing living areas 
above ground-floor shopping. The transit-orientation of transit villages, can con-
trast the car-dominated, subdivided state of Christchurch’s peripheral settlements.

149  Ibid., Pg., 7-11.

9.3.1

9.3.2

FIG. 60

(next page)

A transit village proposal in 
San Francisco, U.S.
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3. Alternative living and working environments: Transit villages provide opportunities 
for residents to live, work and shop without car-dependence. They encourage a 
mix of housing typologies suited to different incomes and lifestyles. It encourages 
young families and first home buyers to occupy the satellite settlements providing 
safe environments and eacy access to direct transit. Bernick et al. state transit vil-
lages “are a kind of safety valve”, that does not contribute to sprawl, but work with 
what is already there. It ensures existing neighbourhoods do not fall apart from 
sprawl.150

4. Neighbourhood revitalisation: Transit villages revitalise neighbourhoods by pro-
moting local economic growth – maintained by rail transport. It creates conditions 
for economic gain from pedestrians and commuters heading to and from stations. 
This economic gain encourages industry and market growth, creating opportuni-
ties for local employment. 

5. Public safety: Transit villages utilise the number one safety measure available 
– people. Residents of the community become the eyes, 27/7. Transit areas are 
usually perceived as places for crime and undesirable activities. Placing transit in 
the centre of the public eye, eliminate these perceptions.

6. Public celebration: Transit is viewed as a civic area for the transit village. Indicat-
ing that transit-oriented civic spaces can become the centre for markets, parades, 
performances etc. Utilising these transit-oriented public spaces for vibrant, invit-
ing events provides a gateway, inviting the region.151

150  Ibid., Pg., 9.

151  John Ormsbee Simonds, Garden Cities 21: Creating a Livable Urban Environment (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1994)., Pg., 52.
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FIG. 61

Example of a rural transit 
village, taking on an organic 
form, integrating significant 

green space with transit-
oriented public space at 

the heart (Simonds, Garden 
Cities 21, 1994).
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FIG. 62.1

CIVIC SPACES/AMPHITHEATRE

FIG. 62.2.

ENHANCED MOBILITY

FIG. 62.3

PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLINESS

FIG. 62: Elements of a transit village.
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FIG. 62.6.

ACCESS TO TRANSIT

FIG. 62.4.

PUBLIC CELEBRATION

FIG. 62.5.

PUBLIC SAFETY/INVOLVEMENT
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S.

SECTION SUMMARY 10.0

This section explores precedents that serve as 
real-world examples of concepts that have been 
researched. The precedents vary in scale, from 
regional corridor planning to station area.

1. Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor: Corridor Planning.
2. The Copenhagen Finger Plan: Regional planning, smart growth & transit-
oriented development.
3. New Lynn T.O.D. & Transformation: Transit-oriented development & master-
planning.
4. Guggenheim Bilbao: Urban revitalisation through destinations.
5. Nørreport Station: Station area planning, urban space & station architecture.
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P1/ROSSLYN-BALLSTON
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Overview.

The Rosslyn Ballston Corridor152, is an example of how corridor planning, and concepts of 
smart growth, can be utilised and aligned with transit. It is considered one of America’s 
best T.O.D.’s.153 The intention was to create high density, mixed use development without 
interfering with the surrounding suburban character. It aims at preserving and enhancing 
the surrounding neighbourhoods. The plan was a twelve-year effort by planners, 
councillors and residents alike. The corridor was planned to use the ‘Bullseye Concept’, 
which is not dissimilar from an urban corridor. This concept, created urban ‘villages’ 
which represented their own unique character. For instance: 

1. Rosslyn: A first-class office and business centre 

2. Courthouse: Arlington’s Government Centre 

3. Clarendon: an “Urban Village” 

4. Virginia Square: Residential, cultural and educational facilities 

5. Ballston: A new downtown.154

152  Arlington Virginia, “Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor.”

153  OA US EPA, “2002 National Award for Smart Growth Achievement Booklet,” Reports and Assessments, US EPA, (April 10, 
2014), https://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/2002-national-award-smart-growth-achievement-booklet.

154  Arlington Virginia, “Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor.”

FIG. 63

(Previous Page)

Satellite image of Arlington, 
showing Washington D.C. in 
the top right, Arlington and 
Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor 
circled.

PRECEDENT/T.O.D. & CORRIDOR PLANNING.
ROSSLYN-BALLSTON CORRIDOR, ARLINGTON, VA. USA.

10.1

10.1.1
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This plan, can be used as a destination connector aligned precedent, where the effects of 
a corridor are seen in higher density contexts. However, the intention of creating “urban 
villages” with a unique context at each stop along the line, is a very interesting attribute. 
This can be applied when considering contexts for certain parts of Greater Christchurch – 
tapping into each unique area’s character.

CONTEXT 1

CONTEXT 2

CONTEXT 3

CONTEXT 4

FIG. 64

The corridor’s station areas are distinguished by 
unique contexts.

FIG. 65

(next page)

Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor.
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P2/STORKØBENHAVN
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Background.

The Copenhagen Finger plan is an urban growth model emphasising utilisation of 
transit networks and corridors in development. It was established by the Danish Ministry 
for the Environment’s and maintained by the Ministry’s Nature Agency.155 It is an example 
of successful regional transportation planning and smart growth. It is also considered 
an example of successfully reclaimed landscape in an urban plan.156 It was established 
in 1947, involving a voluntary collaboration of three counties, 22 municipalities and 
stakeholder organisations. However, the plan was not properly implemented until the 
1970’s. The plan still had its influence, however. Between 1947 and 1973 significant 
population growth had occurred.157 Whilst the Finger Plan had no legal effects during this 
time, the plan’s previous consultation meant development was coordinated. The Finger 
Plan, had formed the developmental backbone of Copenhagen since 1948, even though 
challenge was met by actual developments.158

155  “The Danish Nature Agency,” accessed September 4, 2017, http://en.mfvm.dk/the-ministry/the-danish-nature-agency/.

156  Bas Pedroli, ed., Europe’s Living Landscapes: Essays Exploring Our Identity in the Countryside (Zeist: KNNV Publ, 2007)., Pg. 
311.

157  Ministry of the Environment, Denmark, The Finger Plan (The Danish Nature Agency, 2015)., Pg. 4.

158  Ibid., Pg. 5-6.

PRECEDENT/REGIONAL TRANSPORT & CORRIDOR PLANNING.
THE COPENHAGEN FINGER PLAN (STORKØBENHAVN).

10.2

10.2.1FIG. 66

(previous page)

Satellite of Copenhagen, 
drawing indicating the intent 
of the Finger Plan. 
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A simple planning metaphor: The hand structure.

The plan uses a structure based on the physical interpretation of a hand. The hand, 
comprises of fingers containing concentrated urban development connected to the city’s 
railway network and radial roads. The utilisation of corridor planning and implementation 
of T.O.D. is evident. The fingers, are displaced and separated by ‘wedges’ of green 
space, which cannot be developed. Areas under the plan’s influence are divided into 
‘geographical areas’.

1. The core urban region (palm of the hand).

2. The peripheral urban region (fingers).

3. The green wedges.

4. The rest of the Greater Copenhagen area.

Each geographical area exhibits unique provisional measures within the planning. This 
use of a simple metaphorical attribute in the planning has led to numerous positive 
effects for the City.159

159  Henrik Vejre, Jorgen Primdahl, and Jesper Brandt, “The Copenhagen Finger Plan Keeping a Green Space Structure By a Simple 
Planning Metaphor,” Europe’s Living Landscapes: Essays Exploring Our Identity in the Countryside, 2007, 311–28., Pg. 311-312. 

10.2.2

URBAN ‘HAND’IWORK.
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FIG. 67

Breakdown of the 
Copenhagen Finger Plan.
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Positive effects of this plan.

Green space: Due to imposition of urban development constraints in the form of ‘fingers’, 
it allocates significant area of green space to inhabitants. This green space, is highly 
accessible to residents and are largely set aside for outdoor recreational activities, thus 
access to them is prioritised. Categorisation of the green wedges are determined based 
on their location within ‘the hand’, some may exhibit agriculture if closer to the periphery, 
and parks and gardens closer to the centre. The green wedges have also been allocated 
for climate change adaptation, including diversion canals, water collection and power 
generation.160

Transit-orientation: The Finger Plan, allocates structure to developments around transit 
stations – like the T.O.D. concept. It is a principle called ‘requiring location near station’161. 
The principle, expresses the importance of allocating major clerical and service related 
businesses of ‘regional importance’ near stations. Workplaces, lifestyle and high-density 
living are also allocated nearby. ‘Intensive exploitation’ of areas near stations is achieved 
by encouraging high density buildings.162 Reductions in traffic congestion is a result of 
this transit-oriented principle. Delimitation is another principle of the Finger Plan defining 
accessibility requirements, such as acceptable ped-sheds to stations. A requirement of 
no more than 600m is acceptable for delimitation – encouraging walkability in the centre. 
The principle encourages outer residents to park their cars and walk, catching transit into 
the city.

160  Ministry of the Environment, Denmark, The Finger Plan., Pg., 11-12.

161  Ibid., Pg., 14.

162  Ibid., Pg., 15.

10.2.3
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FIG. 68 

Diagram indicating ‘requiring location near station’, outlining 
the concentration of density near the station.

FIG.  69

Graph showing the building use type compared with the 
distance to the station.
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extremely pronounced. Surveys also show that the 

traffic-related effect of workplaces located near 

stations is achieved with a walking distance of up 

to 500-600 m from popular stations in the general 

rail network.

According to the Finger Plan 2013, delimitation 

of the areas near stations must form part of the 

municipal planning. The stations which may be 

designated as areas near stations are existing 

and approved stations in the general rail network, 

including the metro. The core area near stations 

must be delimitated on the basis of maximum 

walking distances to stations of 600 m. Delimita-

tion of the area close to the station may exceed 

the core area near stations, and may be drawn on 

the basis of a radius of 1,000 m in the core urban 

region (“the palm of the hand”) and 1,200 m in the 

peripheral urban region (the city fingers).

The Finger Plan establishes that urban functions 

which are intensive on the basis of the area used, 

job density, size or visiting patterns, must be 

placed in areas near stations and preferably within 

palm of the hand) in the form of predominantly 

publicly available regional outdoor areas for the 

entire population of Greater Copenhagen. The 

green urban wedges are of regional importance as 

they include the most attractive and popular parks 

as well as major green areas etc., which, together 

with green paths may form part of an overall green 

structure in the central part of the big city.

The green urban wedges are part of the Finger 

Plan’s urban area and urban zone as they are inte-

grated into dense, urban surroundings and often 

have urban recreational facilities. This contrasts to 

the major green wedges between the city fingers 

outside the core urban region.

All areas in the green urban wedges were already 

designated as green areas in the individual munici-

pal plans prior to their inclusion in the Finger Plan. 

The majority of the green urban wedges is cov-

ered by conservation orders stipulating provisions 

regarding land development and use. The Finger 

Plan does not disregard provisions in existing con-

servation orders or local development plans.

The provision stipulating that the green wedges 

should largely be reserved for generally accessible 

outdoor and recreational purposes means that, in 

exceptional circumstances, a change of use and 

new building may take place. For example, the 

Botanical Garden may be upgraded for museum 

purposes and new amusement facilities may be 

built in the Tivoli provided that the character of the 

green areas (i.e. the amusement garden) is main-

tained and the Assistens Kirkegård is maintained 

as a cemetery with recreational value and public 

access.

The principle of requiring location near 

stations

The principle of requiring location near stations is 

the pivotal location strategy for major clerical and 

service-related businesses of regional importance. 

Location near stations has positive effects with 

regard to countering road congestion. Locating 

workplaces near a station promotes the use of 

public transport. When given an actual choice be-

tween types of transport, many people choose to 

leave their car at home and take the train instead. 

Surveys show that the traffic-related effects of 

location near stations in the general rail network 

that are well served with trains and busses are 
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10.2.4

Corridors addressing sprawl: Within the Plan, transport corridors represent ‘long-term 
preservation of certain areas’ with an undetermined future. Both car and transit based 
corridors are accounted for. Corridor planning provided an answer to reducing sprawl in 
Copenhagen. Corridors were established to provide ‘all types’ of infrastructure facilities to 
urban areas, with the motive to provide variety of services. This is interpreted as the ability 
to be connected to a main rail line, rather than just a highway. The initial corridors were 
established with a 1km width of delimitation. Copenhagen now no longer acknowledges 
sprawl, but considers corridors to ensure areas have access to all infrastructure 
facilities.163

Land use regulation: Land use planning is regulated through a multi-tiered frameworks 
principle. Overall planning sets the basis for underlying planning, which could be local 
plans. Local underlying plans cannot interfere or affect the overall planning in any way. 
Any future planning in Copenhagen must not conflict with national planning or the Finger 
Plan.164

Applying this precedent.

Review of the Finger Plan, outlined several interesting factors to consider within 
the context of Greater Christchurch. The first, is the age and influence of the plan. 
Copenhagen has had a clear and influential development framework since 1948. This 
means local planning agencies had substantial understanding of the plan, therefore 
implementing it, despite not being legally applicable. Greater Christchurch has a planning 
strategy, however fails to be as understood and only accounts for certain timeframes (i.e. 

163  Ibid., Pg., 15-17.

164  Ibid., Pg., 9.
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2012-2022 plan), as opposed to a significantly long-term framework. Early urbanisation 
would be the only example of ‘robust’ planning – before it succumbed to ‘future visions’ 
rather than ‘future action.’  Cooperation is another admirable component, with multiple 
counties pitching into the planning initiative. In Greater Christchurch, however, each 
district maintains its own planning rules, leading to breakdowns of cooperation when 
planning regionally. 

Utilisation of a planning metaphor should be considered in Greater Christchurch. 
Drawing metaphorical inspiration from the abundance of local natural contexts provides 
the opportunity to apply new urban forms to the city’s growth. Emphasising protection 
and reclamation of green space is significant for Christchurch, as greenfield developments 
swallow entire rural sections. This ties in with the lack of effective land-use regulation. 

Expression of transit in the Finger Plan, resonates heavily to what this research 
project aims to achieve at a regional scale. The Finger Plan applies the use of rail 
corridors, tied with elements of T.O.D. and the outcome is a coordinated urban structure, 
whereby inner urban areas are easily accessible via transit, and peripheral areas are 
developed around stations. This transit-oriented planning, has significantly reduced the 
effects of sprawl in Copenhagen. In conclusion, due to Copenhagen’s urban similarities 
to Christchurch, utilisation of this precedent, has provided a foundation linking the 
relationship transit has on urban development. Whilst, also addressing treatment of 
satellite townships within the context of transport.
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Background.

The New Lynn TOD and Transformation, is a significant project transforming New 
Lynn to a high amenity zone – with high prioritisation of transit. The master-planned 
transformation, is focused on turning the area into a vibrant ‘metropolitan centre’ 
by 2030.165 The transformation focuses on providing a varied programme, shopping 
precincts, business, housing and recreation – motivated on attracting people to the area. 
The plan works in conjunction with the Unitary Plan, focusing on adapting it to a West 
Auckland Centre. 

165  “New Lynn Transformation,” accessed September 5, 2017, http://temp.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/EN/planspoliciesprojects/
CouncilProjects/Pages/newlynntransformation.aspx.

PRECEDENT/PLANNING FOR T.O.D.
NEW LYNN T.O.D. & TRANSFORMATION

10.3

10.3.1FIG. 70

(previous page)

Sketch indicating the 
location of the New Lynn 
T.O.D. in Auckland, N.Z. 
relative to the western 
railway line/CBD.

FIG. 71

Artist’s impression - New Lynn T.O.D. & 
Transformation
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Proposed outcomes of applying T.O.D. in New Lynn.

The plan, intends to attract and serve a population of 20,000 residents and 14,000 
workers to New Lynn.166 All of this is centred around a world-class transit interchange 
(completed in 2010). The plan applies the T.O.D. strategy to kick-start this transformation 
emphasising public space, within a 500m ped-shed. It utilises staging to fulfil outcomes 
within the 20-year timeframe167. Creating a ‘place to go’ is the intention – a destination, 
rather than a station stop or pass through. A concentration of business-oriented uses 
near the station are bordered by a mixed use ‘Merchant Quarter’ precinct. The idea implies 
that accessibility to these amenities can be close enough to transit thus eliminating the 
need for cars – and promoting walkability.

Application of this to project.

Reviewing the New Lynn Transformation, applies realism to this project. It is a significant 
example of local T.O.D. planning that could be applied in Greater Christchurch. Tapping 
into what creates a destination, through consideration and improvement of ‘local amenity’ 
aligns with establishing satellite ‘destinations’ in Greater Christchurch. Emphasising 
public space is constant theme in T.O.D. planning, and demonstrates that it can be 
adapted for use. Delivering project stages is an attribute of this precedent that ties with 
effective land use planning and eventual transformation that this project aims to achieve.

166  Auckland Transport, “New Lynn Transit,” Auckland Transport, accessed September 5, 2017, https://at.govt.nz/projects-
roadworks/new-lynn-transit-oriented-development/.

167  Waitakere City Council, “New Lynn Urban Plan 2010-2030 (Part 1),” 2010, http://temp.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/EN/
planspoliciesprojects/CouncilProjects/Documents/newlynnurbanplan2010part1.pdf., Pg. 8.

10.3.2

10.3.3

FIG. 72.

(next page)

New Lynn T.O.D. and 
Transformation - 3D 

Masterplan overview.

Sketch indicates rail line and 
station.
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Section One Heritage and Character Context continued

New Lynn’s Character Areas

C H A R A C T E R  A R E A S

Merchant 
Quarter

Southern 
Commercial 

and Transitional 
Commercial

Great 
North 

Gateway

Heavy 
Industry

Bob Hill

LynnMall 
and Delta 

Avenue

Rewarewa 
Stream

Transitional 
Zone

Portage 
Commercial

The New Lynn study area has nine distinct 
character areas. They have informed but 
not necessarily determined the 10 Precinct 
areas considered in Section III of the plan. 
These character areas are defi ned by a sense 
of common character or theme. Critical 
elements of each of these areas are captured 
in Appendix 1. 
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CHARACTER BUILDINGS ON TOTARA AVENUE

NEW LYNN POLICE STATION, GREAT NORTH ROAD

6

Executive Summary

The vision for New Lynn will be delivered 
gradually over 20 years as several 
interdependent and often overlapping phases 
progressively move the transformation 
from a public sector-led to private sector-
led endeavour.  The fi rst phase, the 
transit interchange and associated TOD 
infrastructure is currently under construction.  
Once complete, New Lynn’s connectivity to 
the wider Auckland region will be dramatically 
improved, allowing wider transformation 
and growth.  The next phase, currently 
under development, will address New Lynn’s 
attractiveness by improving its amenity 
and infrastructure. This would include the 
public realm (streets), open space and social 
infrastructure (e.g. schools, healthcare 
facilities and community networks) and 
should enable private sector to deliver quality 
business and residential development on key 
opportunity sites.  Proactive public investment 
will lift confi dence and highlight the value 
proposition surrounding the place. This will 
shape the locational decisions on businesses 
and prospective residents.  

The transformation of New Lynn over the 
next 20 years can be broken down into the 
following broad phases:

• Phase 1: Transport interchange and 
associated improvements, including Totara 
West and a new Clark Street extension

• Phase 2: Creation and enhancement of new 
streets and spaces within the town centre 
and social infrastructure improvements 
leading to redevelopment of the Merchant 
Quarter and Crown Lynn precincts

• Phase 3: Redevelopment of Delta Avenue 
and the Avondale Racecourse, with the 
construction of the Whau bridge, “the 
stitch” between New Lynn and Avondale”

• Phase 4: Redevelopment of the remaining 
town centre and transition zones including 
Western Gateway, Bob Hill and The Avenue 
Precincts. 

How and when will it be 
delivered?

S TA G I N G  O F  V I S I O N  D E L I V E R Y

PLANS FOR THE MERCHANT QUARTER FUTURE DEVELOPMENT ALONG MCCRAE WAY - PHASE 2)

Totara Avenue West Retail / Commercial Plaza / Cinema Beyond McCrae Way Commercial / ResidentialCommunity 
Centre 20.0m 23.0m 13.0m
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P H A S E  1  2 0 1 0  -  2 0 1 3

P H A S E  2  2 0 1 2  -  2 0 1 9

P H A S E  3  2 0 1 5  -  2 0 2 5

P H A S E  4  2 0 1 8  -  2 0 3 0

FIRST TRAIN IN THE TRENCH - 1 MARCH 2010 -A MILESTONE FOR PHASE 1

FIG. 73: Project stages. FIG. 74: Masterplan precincts.
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FIG. 75. 

NEW LYNN STATION
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PRECEDENT/URBAN REVITALISATION.
GUGGENHEIM BILBAO

Background.

The Guggenheim Bilbao, is a change creator. Located in Bilbao, considered one 
of Spain’s major ports and has been the entry point of heavy manufacturing into Spain 
for 100 years. It suffered a major blow in the late 1980’s when a local shipyard was shut 
down. It transformed into a city with high unemployment and grew used to seeing riot 
police, becoming a ‘leisurely spot’ for merchant seamen.168

Starting a revitalisation.

 The Guggenheim, was a key component of the Revitalisation Plan for Metropolitan 
Bilbao. It was a huge renewal strategy, in the heart a region whose economy was 
outdated. It aimed to revitalise the city into a service metropolis within an industrial 
region. The effort was achieved by numerous public and private enterprises, who formed a 
union called Bilbao Metropoli 30.169

168  Stefanos Skylakakis, “The Vision of a Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao” (Harvard Design School, 2005), http://www.gsd.
harvard.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/pollalis-case-BilbaoG-CaseA.pdf., Pg., 2.

169  Ibid.

10.4

10.4.2

10.4.1

“A CHANGE CREATOR”

FIG. 76

(previous page)

The Guggenheim Museum 
has helped revitalise the city 
of Bilbao.
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FIG. 77. Bilbao before the revitalisation. FIG. 79. Revitalisation of public spaces, streets and walkways.

FIG. 78. Bilbao after the revitalisation. FIG. 80. The Guggenheim Bilbao - designed by Frank Gehry.
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Process.

 It began with the relocation of the main port further down the river, thus opening 
the waterfront as a key area for transformation. Planning began in the late 1980’s after 
the shipyard closed. Apart from the Guggenheim being the key to the revitalisation, other 
projects were proposed including a conference centre, a music centre, and a rapid transit 
system, the Bilbao Metro. Groundwork was laid in 1991, and the building was completed 
in 1997. A major obstacle implementing the plan, was the economic downturn of the latter 
part of the 2000’s. Revamping the area has completely reshaped the image of the city, not 
only due to the Museum itself, but the entire model of strategic urban development.170

Application to project.

This precedent, although not transit-oriented, is useful in understanding the 
dynamics of how a key project, can be implemented within urban design processes, 
to totally overhaul and revitalise a place. Creating a destination was a motive for the 
Guggenheim Bilbao, to bring the city back to life, by attracting jobs, and tourism to the 
area. This strengthened the local economy, allowing the city to thrive socially.

170  “The Transformation of Bilbao’s Abandoibarra District | The German Marshall Fund of the United States,” accessed 
September 14, 2017, http://www.gmfus.org/commentary/transformation-bilbao%E2%80%99s-abandoibarra-district.

10.4.3

10.4.4

FIG. 81

Effects of urban concetration around 
destination/landmark projects.

Source: Author.
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Overview.

The Nørreport Station in Copenhagen, approaches transit oriented design in a 
very urban and landscape oriented manner. Since main functionality of the station is 
underground (platforms, operations etc.) there can be a clearer integration into the city’s 
fabric. The architects utilised the opportunity to ‘reconsider’ and allocate the area above 
ground for both accessibility and public space functions.171

171  “Nørreport Station / Gottlieb Paludan Architects + COBE Architects,” ArchDaily, August 29, 2016, http://www.archdaily.
com/794012/norreport-station-gottlieb-paludan-architects-plus-cobe-architects.

PRECEDENT/PUBLIC SPACE/STATION ARCHITECTURE
NØRREPORT STATION, COPENHAGEN, DENMARK.

FIG. 82

(Previous page)

Expressing the connection 
the area has with existing  
urbanism.

FIG. 83: Site aerial.

10.5

10.5.1
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A public-space oriented building.

A unique aspect of this building is that it explores ‘layers’, by adjusting heights of 
parts of the open space itself to create clearly defined, ‘visually tactile’ spaces. Utilising 
pedestrian flows and urban connections allowed the architects to create a fragmented 
and interactive space. The nature of doing this transformed the station from a singular 
structure to a collection of pavilions. The station, its buildings and surrounding public 
spaces are a careful, elegant, and considered application to a historically hectic part 
of Copenhagen. The building challenges the ‘megastructure’ that many associate with 
transit oriented buildings. 172

172  Ibid.

10.5.2

FIG. 84: A public-space oriented building allows significant interface with the surrounding city - ideal for transit stations.
FIG. 85.

(next page) 

The street-scene outside the 
main entry into the station.
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The architects focused heavily on flow; pedestrian, cyclists and vehicles alike. 
The flow study of the urban space determined the plan-form of the fragmented ‘pavilion’ 
buildings that connect to the platforms underground. Other goal for the architects was 
legibility. This is a fair consideration for a building of this stature. This was achieved by 
use of simple, minimal materiality, and formal cues. For example, the curvy-triangular roof 
forms, and protruding stainless steel ventilation shafts from the platforms below. At night, 
the use of lighting is a substitute to achieve this, with the buildings and protruding vents 
providing a luminescent landmark for the area.173 

Interestingly, the spaces surrounding the buildings were subject to height 
alterations. This was due to the line of sight issue that a pedestrian would face if having 
to look cross bike-parks to identify a building. The architects solved this by lowering the 
bike parks so a pedestrian can see over them, while defining the space where bicycles are 
to be placed. 

173  “COBE - Nørreport Station,” accessed September 13, 2017, http://www.cobe.dk/project/norreport-station.

FIG. 86: Simple level changes can define smaller spaces within a larger public space, without the use of barriers.
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A

B

C

D

FIG. 87

Pedestrian flow analysis determined ideal placement for the ‘pavilions.’
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RESULTS FROM PRECEDENT ANALYSIS10.6

Community facilitation: Despite the variance between the precedents, they seemed to lack 
in promoting community activities. New Lynn T.O.D. for instance intends on attracting and 
maintaining people - but what is being done to facilitate a localised ‘community’ that one 
becomes part of? 
Car/vehicle access: Both Rosslyn-Ballston and New Lynn, integrate vehicles. Whether this 
is a result of existing infrastructure (Rosslyn-Ballston), or service (New Lynn), it seems 
that access for vehicles must still be maintained for these purposes. 
Transport: All precedents rely heavily on public transport systems in their operation - even 
the Guggenheim Bilbao. Thus concluding any significant urban development must be 
intertwined with transit.
Pedestrian/cycle-friendliness: New Lynn T.O.D. enhanced pedestrian/cycle access around 
the main station by placing the railway into a trench, therefore eliminating the barrier 
caused by railway lines. A common attribute with the precedents is to place the rail 
underground - or at least remove the presence at street level.
Focus on providing public/green space: The Copenhagen Finger Plan, places significant 
emphasis on providing green space as part of the regional plan. New Lynn T.O.D. also 
emphasises the immportance of abundant public space. 
Transit as public space/creating destinations: This was the most interesting observation. 
Suburban train stations are commonly thought of as hidden away - and only major 
stations are in view. This is not the case with some precedents, which exhibit that stations 
be part of a mostly civic area. This promotes the high use of the station by placing high 
use programmes nearby. 
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DESIGN TOOLS - KEY IDEAS FROM RESEARCH 10.7
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DESIGN PROCESS.
INTRODUCTION

The design process for this project has undergone 
several ‘stages’, as new research findings influenced 
the project’s development. The stages reflect the 
process of research that has been undertaken. 
Summary of stages are as follows:
.
1. Review of the public transport network: The project started through analysis of 
the Christchurch’s transport issues, plus research on public transport. It made sense in 
the process, to consider the layout of the existing network, and applying research towards 
design of a new rail-aligned network for the city. 
2. Reconsidering the Southern Corridor: Investigations were made into the existing 
corridor. Insight was given into the corridor’s dynamics, such as defining the location of 
activity/destination centres along the transit route.
3. CBD and Rolleston – the two ends: Selection of the Southern Corridor for 
investigation enabled analysis into the two urban areas. The reason was to highlight 
the integration of the new network into existing urban areas, and investigate how it may 
influence urban development patterns. 
4. Focusing on Rolleston: Narrowing the scope down to Rolleston, allowed more 
emphasis on investigating concepts to an actual sprawl scenario. 

11.1

I.
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FIG. 88

Map indicating protected green spaces, reserves 
and parks, rivers and hydrography. 

NATURAL/GREEN

WIDER CONTEXT MAPPING
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FIG. 89

Map showing the extent of infrastructural and 
built area of the Greater Christchurch Area.

HUMAN FOOTPRINT
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FIG. 90: Maps indicating the relationship between the main rail, road and air infrastructure, with commercial buildings. Note 
amount of commercial buildings around the rail-oriented industrial strip. 

SH/RAIL/AIR INFRASTRUCTURE COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

WIDER CONTEXT MAPPING
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FIG. 91: Maps indicating the correlation bewteen built area and the road network. 

ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE ALL BUILDINGS
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CENTRAL CITY HUB1
TRANSIT CORRIDOR/ROUTE 2

NODE 3

REVIEW EXISTING NETWORK CONSIDER RADIAL RAIL SYSTEM

FIG. 92: Reviewing the existing network enables which corridors 
can be established, and areas which can be serviced by existing 
feeder services.

FIG. 93: Consideration of the network typology, in this case, 
radial, helps establish light rail/rail corridors which can be 
connected by orbital bus systems.

PROPOSED RAIL NETWORK
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DETERMINE DESTINATIONS APPLICATION TO INFRASTRUCTURE

FIG. 94: Review of destinations and stations. In this sketch, attempts 
were made to identify key areas that would be serviced by the 
implementing a new system. It also attempts to simplify the network 
to be understood by the public.

FIG. 95. Application to existing infrastructure. Identifying 
infrastructural ‘routes’ proved challenging as it showed 
the network would not be as simple as first expected. This 
sketch also provided insight into how each urban area would 
be connected as part of the network.
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EXISTING HEAVY 
RAIL NETWORK

MAIN LIGHT RAIL/
TRAM CORRIDORS

INTERCHANGE
ORBITAL TRAMS/
BUSES

FIG. 96: Final sketch concept of rail/light rail-based routes. This was the result of considering research on public 
transport, transport proposals pushing multi-modal transit, and considering the current state of Christchurch, 
addressing needs for a system to improve connectivity and reduce congestion by servicing key areas.

N

PROPOSED RAIL/LRT NETWORK
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FIG. 97: Applying the transport: The trains used in the network vary - from shuttle buses to scenic heavy rail. The shuttles will 
act as district circulators. Trams and high speed light rail will integrate and form the bulk of the routes along main corridors 
and orbital lines. High speed light rail will target satellite towns and peripheral suburban areas. Scenic heavy rail is considered 
for the TranzAlpine and TranzCoastal - which are predominantly tourist oriented routes. 

PROPOSED TRANSIT TYPES

FIG. 97.2

TRAMS
FIG. 97.1

HIGH SPEED LIGHT RAIL

FIG. 97.4

HYBRID BUSES
FIG. 97.3

SCENIC HEAVY RAIL
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SPRAWLING
SATTELITE

TOWN

Rolleston. Potential candidate for a site due to it’s poor land use planning, sprawl and lack of community. It is a town 
that is car-based, but is located near a rail line, and along a main highway, therefore very accessible frm a transit 
perspective. Thus, exploration of solving the research problem could be implemented.

FIG. 98. FIG. 99

ROLLESTON
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FIG. 99

DENSE
CITY

CENTRE

CBD. Potential candidate for a site due to the integral role it plays in the network. Early consideration/analysis for this 
area was due to early research findings. Investigation of the CBD would gain understanding of how the network would 
integrate itself into a dense city centre context, opposed to a sprawled context.

CHRISTCHURCH CBD

FIG. 100
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THE SOUTHERN CORRIDOR
REVIEWING THE TRANSIT ROUTE

Reviewing the current paths: Changing the Southern Corridor. 
 Christchurch’s current motorway corridors, can be identified as car-based 
connector corridors. The primary function of these is to directly connect the CBD with 
satellite towns, and to suburbs in between. Motorways avoid built up areas, cutting 
through the urban fabric to reach outer areas, albeit, creating a barrier. This attribute is 
shared with the existing Southern Motorway. 
 Reviewing the existing railway location, plus the location of ‘destinations’, was 
the first step to identify a suitable transit-oriented Southern Corridor. The second step 
determined which stations had suitability for transit-oriented development. The final step 
was identifying a suitable route. 
 The new corridor, shares attributes of each corridor typology. It is a connector 
corridor, connecting Rolleston, with other spread out satellite towns, such as Templeton, 
and Burnham. It changes to a destination corridor, when it services the numerous activity 
centres in suburban Christchurch, and further into the CBD. Certain stations along the 
corridor will exhibit district circulators, being Rolleston, and the CBD. 

11.2
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ROLLESTON

ADDINGTON

CBD

TEMPLETON

BURNHAM

HORNBY

MOTORWAY

N

MAIN STATIONS - EXISTING RAILWAY

FIG. 101
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The current rail path: Why it’s not good enough.
 The current rail line in Christchurch, is primarily used for freight movements. It 
connects the port of Lyttelton, to the city and Rolleston. What lies in between is merely 
industry. The industrial strip, initially relied on rail to deliver and distribute goods. Now, 
that job has been taken by road-based freight.

Applying corridor planning. 
 Placing it into the context of corridor planning, concludes that it is largely 
ineffective inside Christchurch. It fails to serve enough significant destinations and 
activities – due to the industrialised build-up. 

How will the route change?
 Apart from the CBD, only three areas within Christchurch worth stopping are – 
Addington and Hornby and Templeton. It is therefore crucial to ensure that the corridor 
can be adapted as such, to share attributes of both connector and destination corridors. 
Having a diversion, for standard transit, through Sockburn, Upper Riccarton, Riccarton 
and Hagley Park allows multiple destinations to be connected. These include schools, 
libraries, shopping centres, such as Westfield, restaurants and bars, botanic gardens and 
the hospital. Introducing light rail express transit at peak times, shuttling people into 
the CBD could be utilised with the existing rail system. Improving connections to other 
destinations, maintaining an efficient high-use service.
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FIG. 102: In order to achieve effective results, corridor analysis undertaken shows the stations in relation to thier 
ped shed (circles) and classification. A: Stations along the existing rail line, that are ‘destinations/connectors’. B: 
Implements more ‘destinations’ by adjusting the route, targeting a wider variety of amenities. C: Shows offshoots/
connecting routes along the southern corridor. D: Indicating the southern corridor analysis within the context of the 
whole network.

A B

C D

MOTORWAY

ROLLESTON

CBD

CORRIDOR ANALYSIS
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THE CITY CENTRE
ADDRESSING THE CBD FOR A SITE

 Christchurch Central, is defined within the four avenues (Bealey, Deans, Moorhouse 
and Fitzgerald), and has undergone significant rebuild since the earthquakes. However, 
it remains unclear how public transport within the city will be addressed moving into the 
future. This comes as transport proposals begin having affect. A key attribute for the CBD 
is multi-modal transport accessibility (cycling, walking, public transport, cars), however, 
the CBD exhibits heavy emphasis on cars and car parking. 
Transport: Public transport is still low priority - even here. Construction of the bus 
interchange, has not amplified public transport patronage. Three car-park buildings 
have been constructed within the four avenues, with one next to the bus interchange – 
indicating the lack of encouragement of public transport influence here.
Type of transit-oriented place: The Central City, would be defined as a Regional Centre. 
This is due to the regional influence the CBD holds for Canterbury.
 
Credibility/Application of research: 
 This site, however, is not directly accounting for the T.O.D. concept, as proposed 
nearby development is part of the ‘rebuild’ as opposed to the direct result of a station. The 
credibility of designing an in interchange here, was an early attempt to investigate how an 
interchange, combined with T.O.D. elements, could ‘improve’ the existing urban situation. 
This is to address the current state of car dependency, abundance of car-parking and 
lack of inner city public transport influence. As a result, focus on the CBD ceased and 
investigation elsewhere was undertaken.

11.3
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Site selection.
 The current bus interchange site proved to be the optimal place for a central multi-
modal interchange. This is because it is located within the heart of the retail precinct. 
The site is located near many significant shopping, office, entertainment and service 
areas. Walkability is acceptable with many places within 400m. Investigation was also 
undertaken into using the site opposite the bus interchange, next to the Justice and 
Emergency Services Precinct, and even Cathedral Square. Reasoning behind dismissing 
the latter sites, was because they either didn’t provide the same level of connectivity, or 
were too sensitive to be used for an appropriate intervention. 

Design Investigation.
 Investigation was undertaken on the selected site, with concept sketches drawn as 
design development. A 3D CAD model was also made to investigate form. It reflects the 
early stage of the research, when the design aims and objectives were loosely defined.

Why did it not work?
 Review of the CBD in the early design process gained an understanding of how 
implementing a new transit network would affect the Central City. Comparatively, to differ 
from what it is now, using buses – and the current interchange. Analysis started under 
the impression that the design would eventuate into ‘two ends’. The purpose of designing 
a central interchange shifted as the research problem developed, and was not being 
addressed explicitly. 

THE CITY CENTRE
WHAT WAS DONE

11.4
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THE SATELLITE TOWN
ADDRESSING ROLLESTON FOR A SITE

 Rolleston is located adjacent to SH1, opposite the IZONE to the northwest of the 
town centre. To the southeast, vast residential areas dominate the landscape. Rolleston 
has numerous parks providing connectivity between residential areas and the town 
centre. The town is an example of modernist planning, whereby the town is built with the 
main highway avoiding the town centre. However, this effect is now misconstrued as the 
township is largely car-dominated and is part of the sprawl problem. Future greenfield 
developments now occupy the edges of existing built form – growing outward with little 
consideration for coordinated land use. It serves as an excellent place to consider a site, 
as it aligns with many researched attributes.

RURAL AREA

ZONE MAP

COMMERCIAL/
INDUSTRIAL

LIVING ZONES

11.5

FIG. 105
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TOWN OF THE FUTURE

POTENTIAL SITE AREA

N
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SH1

SH1

MAIN TRUNK RAIL

MAIN TRUNK RAIL

MAINLAND RAIL

FIG. 107: Rolleston’s strategic context.
 Rolleston is located near the junction of the Main trunk and Mainland rail 
lines, also houses the largest industrial park in New Zealand, plus a large inland port. 
Rolleston’s logistics and freight movements are maintained by road and rail, serviced by 
SH1. Rolleston’s existing train station services the Tranz Alpine scenic train, stopping 
twice a day.
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FIG. 108: Rolleston’s built form or ’character’
 Reviewing Rolleston built form/character, reinforces the presence of sprawl, with poor land-
use planning/urban design evident. Unlike Christchurch City, much of the character of suburban areas 
diminishes depending on how recently it was developed. In the case of Rolleston, very little character 
exists. Much of the town is formed by big-box, strip shopping centres, large car-parks and housing 
subdivisions. Rolleston displays low maintenance native planting in public green spaces and near the SDC 
Building.

AREA FOR SITE 
INVESTIGATION

STRIP SHOPPING‘TOWN CENTRE’ BIG BOX SUBDIVISION HOUSING

SDC BUILDING

IZONE
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FIG. 109: The divided town.
 Rolleston, exhibits a modernist perspective on its planning. It uses the Main South 
Road, and railway, as a dividing element. It divides the residential/living areas, with the 
IZONE. The industrial areas was also located there because the rail line is on it’s side 
of the road. A large challenge identified was how to address the main road, in terms of 
access to the rail, and determining the optimal place for the ‘site’.

EXISTING TRAIN STATION

MAIN SOUTH ROAD (SH1)

OVERVIEW
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FIG. 110: A service town.
 Current uses indicate that Rolleston is aimed at providing ‘service’. Rolleston’s 
town centre exhibits much of the car dependant sprawl as it’s residential areas. Rolleston 
has two supermarkets, a warehouse, fast food outlets, a service station, numerous cafes 
and restaurants/bars, all facing onto large car-parks. The ‘civic heart’ of the town is non-
existent, and disconnected from the town centre. 

CIVIC ‘CENTRE’

MEDICAL SERVICE/
FAST FOOD

COUNCIL CHAMBERS

EXISTING USES
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FIG. 111: Much of the same. 
 Rolleston, has an existing master-plan which was developed by Boffa Miskell 
and Selwyn District Council. After analysis, the master-plan appears to replicate the very 
sprawl that is occurring. It aims to engage the town centre to be more attractive and lively. 
However, the process appears to still prioritise vehicles within the township, and still 
allows for extensive car-parking throughout. A positive aspect is the attempt to create a 
community heart - conglomerating some civic programmes.
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COMMERCIAL
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 FIG. 112: Upon analysis, Rolleston features many green connections, linking 
the existing town centre with the residential areas. These connections may feature just 
grass, or some native planting. There is also an abundance of parks. However, alot of 
these green spaces are becoming inconsistent and less frequent as the town continues 
to sprawl. Very little green connection is made to the main road and rail. This is a logical 
motive, but is an issue likely to be addressed in the design, as T.O.D.’s and transit villages 
feature abundant green connection to a transit station or public area.

ROLLESTON RESERVE

SCHOOL FIELDS
SPORT FIELDS

UNUSED SITE
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TOWN CENTRE
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CONGESTION AREA

CONGESTION AREA

CONGESTION AREA

FIG. 113: Map indicating residential/town centre roads (yellow), highway (orange), standard roads 
(grey) and rail (blue), also showing areas of peak congestion.

ROAD/RAIL LINKS
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 FIG. 114: Rolleston is located on the junction of two main rail lines, along State 
Highway 1, and has radial road connections linking to other urban areas. The town also 
has two bus services, Yellow line to the CBD and New Brighton, and 820, from Lincoln to 
Burnham. This focus on vehicle connectivity has systemtically pushed the rail line out of 
the picture, with it viewed as a barrier. There is only one intersection nearby that crosses 
over the line to the industrial area. Frequent congestion occurs within Rolleston during 
peak times. 

TRANSPORT LINKS
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SITE SELECTION AND DESIGN INVESTGATION
 
 Several site considerations and investigations in Rolleston were made throughout 
the course of the research. It reflects the progression of the research, and how each 
element began to affect the decisions made informing the design. They are described as 
follows:

1. The first investigation was into the idea of the transport network doing a ‘loop’ 
through the township, much like a district circulator. This investigated the possibility 
of a light rail system, that would deviate from the main rail line, and service the current 
town centre. The proposed central station, would therefore enhance the existing town 
centre. The site for the central station, would be located outside the existing shops. This 
investigation did not develop beyond the idea, as other options were more attractive.

2. The second investigation, explored the option of the rail curving into the town 
centre, along a disestablished road. It explored a more traditional station proposal, 
incorporating a heavy rail system that deviated from the main rail line, making it more 
accessible to the town centre – and enhancing it around the station.

3. The third investigation, kept the station along the existing rail line. However, the 
station was to be moved slightly from its existing position. It was to address the potential 
of existing radial road connections – and how the town centre could move from its 
existing location, and adapt around the existing rail infrastructure. This allows both heavy 
rail, and light rail to use the station simultaneously, plus it provides an attractive stop, for 
the TranzAlpine train.

11.6
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1 2

3

INV01: THE LOOP INV02: RAIL DEVIATION

INV03: ALONG LINE

FIG. 115

Site investigations and their respective transport schemes.
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Selected site for investigation.
 
 The third investigation, to keep the station along the existing rail line was the 
chosen for development after careful consideration. The intended site, is located at 
the end of Tennyson Street, which is considered a local ‘High Street’. The site is at the 
intersection of Moore Street, Tennyson Street, Dick Roberts Place, and Main South Road. 
Therefore, moving the position of the existing station 432 metres down the rail line.

3

INV03: ALONG LINE

FIG. 116

Selected investigation for development.
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FIG. 117: Existing train station
 Connectivity primarily achieved by 
vehicles. No pedestrian/cycle accesses. 
Car park in front, access via opposite site 
of SH1 away from the township. 

FIG. 118: Proposed station.
 Connections are achieved by 
placing site at convergence of current/
past road accesses. Reestablishing 
connections allows for transit to be the 
centre of a series of radiating corridors. 
Hierarchy is given in the form of a ‘spider’s 
web’, originally designated in the older part 
of the township.
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FIG. 119: Concept master-planning and determining programme.
 Analysis shows that Rolleston lacked in civic spaces, and according to T.O.D./Transit Village research transit stations are 
usually at the heart of a civic area. Master planning was done to allow for this, including consideration of denisfying areas around 
the station, creating an urban transect - a definable categorisation of densities outlined in sprawl repair and smart growth. 
The main road: This had been addressed by placement in a hypothetical ‘trench’ at this stage - allowing for undisturbed access to 
the railway lines.

LAND USE INVESTIGATION

FIG. 119
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FIGS 120 & 121: Further investigation of built form.
 Further concepts were done focusing on the relationship between the station area and the surrounds. In 
this case, figuring out the transition between the proposed civic centre and existing retail park. It was important to 
understand how density would change - since the town has no current difference in density.

PLANNING

CREATING DENSITY

FIG. 120

FIG. 121
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LOCATION  
OF MASTERPLAN N

MASTERPLAN 
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Looking at it in three dimensions.
 Modeling of the master-plan eventuated into a series of interesting discoveries and considerations. 
Mixed-use: Providing a mixture of uses is a key element of T.O.D. and transit villages. Review of proposed civic uses 
helped coordinating land use that was fit for the size of the township - it was important to not ‘overestimate’ too 
significantly. It was important to keep the scale of the town in mind.
Public Spaces: Using public spaces was crucial to implement a transit-oriented community. Public spaces near 
the proposed station needed to be considered for best utilisation. It was key to ensure that public spaces were 
encountered on almost all accessways.
Location near station: To ensure that pedestrian friendliness was considered, the master-plan needed to fit within a 
400m radius from the station, as well as the bulk of ‘destination’ activities (library, restaurants, events centre etc.). 

3D EXPERIMENTING PROGRAMME
FIG. 122 FIG. 123
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SPATIAL PLAN
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Developing the layout for the station.
 The station needed to be designed to address it’s importance as a civic ‘heart’ of the town.
Platform Area: The platform area was done differently. Since the main transit running through would be LRT, there 
was no need for 900mm high platforms. Instead, low platforms were used utilised, no higher that a kerb. This helped 
emphasise community connection. Thus, creating more of a public plaza with trams - opposed to a dividing railway 
line running through.
Car parking: Since the town is still car dependent, as part of a transition it was appropriate to consider park and ride. 
Therefore, parking was implemented into this early concept.
Interaction with district circulators: A place for bus stops was allowed for, near the main entry.

SPATIAL CONFIG.

FIG. 124 FIG. 125
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FRONT

WEST FACADE

NORTHWEST OVERVIEW

First design concept: investigating & utilising context.
 The form of the station developed quickly. 
Consideration of contextual cues, such as the 
mountains, and patchwork quilt Canterbury Plains was 
implemented into the first concept. Utilising a central 
tower, created a civic ‘way finder’ indicating the new 
centre of the town. 
 The shelter over the main platforms and bus 
stops, represents the mountains, the main building, 
gridded, resonating the plains. The building’s low, 
spread out form exhibits the vastness of the Plains. This 
first concept, was angled to favour the road connections 
that were underutilised.

STATION 3D/MODEL 01

FIG. 126 FIG. 127

FIG. 128
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Reasons for changing direction here. 
 While this stage of the design seemed like a good point for development, several 
issues were addressed that meant the design could go further. 
1. The use of roads/cars: Since the proposal aims to ‘refocus development patterns’ and 
promote transit use, walkability, mixed-use community and so on, it seemed unnecessary 
to continue using the existing framework that had manifested as a result of sprawl. Using 
the existing roads limited the design and master-plan footprint. One aspect of Rolleston, 
is that roads are wide, and the town is spread out. This applies to sites as well. They 
are simply too vast, to promote any form of reasonable walkability without wanting to 
use a vehicle. Taking vehicles out of the equation, means the design can focus more on 
achieving it’s aims and objectives, opposed to contributing to the problem.
2. Creating a destination: The concept did not directly address the issue of creating a 
‘destination.’ Having a economically self-sufficient community calls for more drastic 
measures to achieve this, rather than working on ‘what is there.’ What can be done to 
futher regenerate the town?
3. Use context and narratives within the master-plan - not just the station: Reviewing the 
Copenhagen Finger Plan gave insight into how urban planning at a regional scale can be 
implemented from a simple ‘metaphor’. A question asked was; why doesn’t the master-
plan implement some form of planning that is reminiscent of local context? Look at 
history, look at society, environment, not blocks created by roads!

Where to next?
 Further consideration of the master-plan, whilst considering many design 
elements already investigated. Focusing more on applying and testing researched 
elements to provide a suitable outcome. A more cohesive master planning process needs 
to be utilised - and the best outcome may not be a single building.
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A new approach.
 A concept sketch was drawn keeping to the original plan of a transit-oriented civic centre, with all the same 
proposed programmes as explained in the previous plan. However, this new manifestation, takes on the idea of inviting 
local natural context, dismissing road based block structures and exhibiting more of what would be defined as a ‘green 
T.O.D.’. This new planning, could begin to form a ‘destination’, by responding with a design that brutally contrasts the 
existing sprawl. It also allows for more densification around the station, meaning that the ped-shed will reduce. This 
‘green T.O.D.’ idea means that more green space will be present, reinforced by dismissing roads, and keeping only 
paths. Using the idea of the braided river (part of Canterbury context), representing movement, flows, pathways etc. 
helped create a new radical concept, whilst still applying relevant research.

FURTHER EXPERIMENTATION

FIG. 129
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THE BRAIDED RIVER

FIG. 130
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FIG. 131: Existing roads for views and access.
 The roads can still provide connectivity to the rest of the 
township, however, are not particularly needed in the master-plan 
itself. Considering them for view shafts to the civic centre plaza 
would give visual connection for pedestrians and drivers alike.

FIG: 132: Adapting paths to encourage development around the  
rail line.
 The new pathways/accessways, can be focused along the 
main rail line. This would encourage development to occur in a 
more controlled, linear fashion, thus reducing the effect of sprawl 
favouring development that is transit-oriented and not vehicle 
dependent. It applies corridor planning into the design. Linear 
pathways along the rail could include bike lanes, walkways and 
so on - connecting to neighbouring ‘nodes’ via other means of 
sustainable transport. 

RADIAL ROAD LAYOUT ADAPTATION
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FIG. 133: Spatial organisation.
 The master-plan still needs to allow for the proposed 
building functions. A challenge was whether the new buildings 
influenced the new pathways, or whether the pathways created the 
‘new block structure’ influencing the building forms. Changing the 
pathways to reflect a flowing river means that the buildings would 
need to follow suit - causing irregularities from standard building 
footprints. Thus creating a wider variety of building shapes and 
sizes. A consideration was how Green T.O.D.’s consider mixed land 
uses, therefore not only a variety in building forms but variety in 
functions. This was to target a wider economic scope, pushing the 
town to become economically self-sufficient. 

FIG. 134: Programme organisation.
 A challenging consideration was to organise the 
programme. Rolleston’s civic amenities are disconnected, with the 
community centre at one end of the town centre, and the council 
chambers and service centre on the other end. It is impractical 
to have such necessary buildings so far apart. Organising them 
around the proposed transit station means they can be close, 
creating a single place where different amenities will be provided, 
all within suitable distance, not requiring vehicles. Inclusion of 
different housing typologies is needed in this case, as T.O.D./Transit 
villages target people with a variety of characteristics and lifestyles.

determine proposed program - civic centre for Rolleston

ORGANISATION PROGRAMME
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create a transport-centric radial circulation strategy adapt circulation - resembling flowing braided river

FIG. 135: Flow. 
Explore flow over and around the bases, ensuring that space is 
allocated for the transit plaza. These are based on ideas around 
a flowing river, flowing through the town, people flowing into the 
civic centre, flowing along the railway line to their destination. The 
placement of the pathways is determined by the existing radial/
orbital system of roads. This existing system, has been merely 
adapted to favour the rail line, thus creating dynamic, oddly shaped 
modules, defining the new ‘block’ system.

FIG. 136: Paths.
Instead of roads that are wide and create vast divides between 
places, the idea of narrower pedestrian and cycle-friendly pathways  
is utilised. This encourages a environmentally aligned perspective 
on moving around the area and provides people centric street 
scene.
Removing cars in the area.
Cars will be heavily restricted in the plan, this is to prioritise people 
over vehicles. Moving the main road underneath will still be applied 
in this instance. Cycling and walking will be the main mode of 
transport within the centre. Vehicles that need access for services 
will be permitted in certain areas. 

An example of the existing radial/orbital street system, and how it can be adapted 
into pathways. These adopt hierarchy based on their use (i.e. pedestrian only/service 
vehicles/cyclists).

EXPLORE FLOWS PATH CONFIG
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FIG. 137: Exploring density.
Larger mixed-use buildings were present in the previous master-plan concept. Investigation into 
breaking down these large scale complexes into smaller clusters was done to maximise open green 
space between buildings and reduce walkable distance from the station. Then, breaking down the 
clusters further allowed for variety to be implemented, in the form of programme. The outcome here 
was the creation of a village, essentially with one use per floor per building. This eliminated the ‘stip 
shopping centres’ and retail/service complexes - essentially creating a ‘campus.’

EXPLORE DENSITY
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FIG. 138: Green spaces.
Allocation of landscaped ‘green bases’. These are placed according 
to ‘river-stones’ gathered between river flows. Abundant green 
space implies emphasis on the community. They are places for 
public celebration, community involvement, and can be safe, with 
eyes on them at all times. This would be an attractive sentiment for 
young families raising children.

FIG. 139: Using green space & pathways to organise buildings.
Public green space are where built form can integrate with 
landscaped elements. In turn, the pathway network, defines 
the building placement and layout, essentially, as a form of 
organisation. All green spaces and pathways emphasise the 
connection to the transit station at the heart - by locating them 
along the main radial corridors put in place by existing roads. 

ORGANISATIONGREEN SPACE
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FIG. 140: Testing the idea.
This sketch indicates the treatment of pathways, buildings and landscape interacting with the transit plaza. The areas can be 
divided - creating mixed land use, from public spaces, courtyards, outdoor seating areas, spill out spaces and landscaping etc.

encourage natural planning and walkability by integrating naturally deÞned pathways

disregard wide roads, disregard sprawled planning

ORGANISATION
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FIG. 142: Green corridor/commons/residential consideration.
Open green common spaces around low-speed rail lines eliminates 
the divide caused by the railway. The idea of bringing water (ponds/
lakes) mixes up the landscape - adding variety to the plan.

FIG. 141: Building hierarchy and placement.
Buildings are placed according to pathway access. Significant 
building uses are placed closer to the transit plaza.

FIG. 143: Diagrammes indicating adaptation of programme to the new layout. FIG. 144: Application of T.O.D. - clustering buildings around the station, 
utilising higher densities but with smaller buildings, creating a village.

adapt urban programdetermine proposed program - civic centre for Rolleston disregard big-box buildings and sprawled housing developments aim to attract smaller, denser developments around station

GREEN CORRIDORBUILDINGS
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BULK/LOCATION 3D

3D Bulk and Location Model.
 Investigation eventuated into a 3D bulk and 
location model - determining placement of buildings/
paths/green spaces etc. Attempts were made at 
classifying building typologies (i.e. dark/light grey). 
Elements from the previous station model have been 
applied to keep the idea flowing (the shelters and 
tower). The tower is implemented to reinforce a ‘civic 
centre’ - implying that it is a focal point for the town. 
Keeping to T.O.D. principles, more design investigation 
needs to be made into the public space that defines the 
actual station, and attention needs to be given to the 
station itself.

FIG. 146: Overview looking east FIG. 147: Overview looking southwest

FIG. 148: Looking northeast
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LRT STATION & 
TRANSIT PLAZA

FREE PEDX FLOW

HIGHWAY TRENCH

ROLLESTON TOWN 
SECTION

SECTION B

SECTION A

SECTIONS

FIG. 149: Sectional investigation.
 The highway trench was addressed earlier, however the reason behind placing the main road underground was to allow for 
undisturbed pedestrian access to the station. The current site utilised the existing railway, disconnected by the road - therefore 
amendments needed to be made to make this happen. The result, helped define a transit-oriented area, with higher densities near 
the station. This is articulated through the town section. Due to the irregular layout of the plan, it proved challenging obtaining 
section cuts investigating the whole. To counter this, indicative floor levels of 5m was done to consider build-up relative to the 
station and transit plaza, plus the location of the main road underneath. Ideally, buildings were to avoid the area over the main 
road, hence inquiring into a green corridor to deal with this issue.
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GRADUAL SLOPE UP

GRADUAL SLOPE DOWN

STEPPED

MIX/AMPHITHEATRE

FIG. 150: Station interface with the master-plan.
The station’s interaction with the public space it is located, and the way the buildings interact with the public space are 
important aspects to consider. The space is to promote public safety, celebration, pedestrian friendliness, mixed-uses 
and access to transit - plus utilising sustainable technologies. The ‘Transit Plaza’ idea was first thought, upon analysis 
of precedents. The idea of the platform ‘being part of the space’ instead of a major obstacle allowed for more flexibility 
for design. Use of LRT means platforms are not high - unlike conventional train platforms, meaning public interaction 
was the key focus. Thus, experimentation with levels, stepping, sloping, textures and so on, could contribute positively 
to the final outcome.

TRANSIT PLAZA DEV.
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PEDESTRIAN 
FRIENDLINESS & 
PUBLIC SAFETY

ACCESS TO TRANSIT

PUBLIC CELEBRATION

AMPHITHEATRE

FIG. 151: Public space is the station?
Reviewing the role the station has for the master-plan, it made sense to consider the station and the 
public space as a whole, opposed to two separate entities. Despite the initial plan being about the 
affects of transit on development through design of a single piece of architecture, it evolved into a 
people-centric design where the station exists to serve/promote multiple aspects that make effective 
T.O.D.’s and Transit Villages. This breaking down of barriers means the design outcome will stray from 
a ‘singular’ building - to a collection of places and spaces that define the station ‘area’.

N
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Creating a civic space.
 Adding the amphitheatre into the Transit Plaza 
allowed for further articulation of the role/status of the 
civic buildings (library, council, community/event centre 
etc.) by placing them at a higher eye level gives them a 
sense of authority and ‘granduer’. The current station, 
also allows a backdrop to be created for live shows at 
the amphitheatre. Consideration of how one interacts 
with buildings is made by adjusting massing to create 
distinguishable entranceways.
 Additional smaller areas were created as a 
result, around pathways and in openings, which provide 
more intimate meeting places for members of the 
community.

TRANSIT PLAZA 3D

CIVIC PODIUM

FIG. 152: Station shelter & amphitheatre. FIG. 153: Civic podium

FIG. 154: Amphitheatre & transit plaza.
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Design of the LRT station.
 The proposed light rail station at the centre of the Transit Plaza, seems to be more reminiscent of a ‘shelter’ as opposed to 
a building. While still a basic concept, the design adopted this openness to interact seamlessly with the public. It is designed to 
be a backdrop for the amphitheatre, the centre of public celebration. The station, displays attributes of a safe place, since it lacks 
separation - the public is the security. Like many civic places, a tower is featured as part of the structure, which can be utilised 
as a clock, or a reference point/landmark. The shelter, is designed to generate electricity, with a large proportion of the adjustable 
panels to feature solar panels, which connect to the local grid - used to charge electric vehicles, buses, and bikes. 
Seating, waiting & services. 
 Allocation of seating areas is yet to be determined, however, the layout currently has seating that faces outwards into the 
plaza, separated by wind shelters - which are placed at angles to dissipate the ever-varied prevailing winds. Waiting areas can be 
defined wherever in the public space, however at this stage is something yet to develop. Signage posts, provide users of transit 
with live updates on the transport, and technological features such as location services on smart phones means that traditional 
ticketing is changed to a digital fare system. This provides users with more control of their journey at the station itself. 

STATION DEV. 3D

FIG. 155: LRT Station

+

FIG. 156: LRT Station
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FIG. 157: Integrating the TranzAlpine scenic train - visitors and amenities. 
The TranzAlpine is a scenic train service from Christchurch to Greymouth. It stops in Rolleston twice daily - depending 
if anyone has booked to be colleted/dropped off. Integrating the train offered potential to attract the tourism sector to 
Rolleston - given this project intends to create a ‘destination’. Since the train is used only twice daily - it made sense 
to create a modest platform area on one side of the track - as it does currently, it is also a heavy rail train meaning a 
900mm high platform is required - this proved a challenge when integrating into the plan - being an open flow area.
 Considering increasing frequency, the visitor centre integrates into both stations as a hub for visitors to gain 
knowledge on the history/context of the area. The centre provides comfortable waiting areas, ticketing and information 
services, plus amenities (toilets etc.) for both commuters and scenic travellers. The distance between the three areas 
are within ninety metres (one minute walk).

TRANZALPINE LOCATION

VISITOR CENTRE
MEDIUM USE

TRANZALPINE
LOW USE

COMMUTER LRT
HIGH USE
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UPDATED BULK MODEL
FIG. 158: New bulk model now displaying amphitheatre, development of bulk, additional sheltering, and the TranzAlpine station area.
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LRT STATION 3D
NOON/CLEAR

FIG. 159
Sketch render showing 
conceptual scene around 
transit station and in the 
plaza. Noon, clear weather, 
looking east.

Lessons learnt.
 When working through the design process, it became apparent that Rolleston was a good 
contender for intervention - because of it’s situation (sprawl, lacking community, car orientation 
etc.) instead of focusing attention on multiple areas in the Greater Christchurch area - which was the 
initial plan. Locating the site along the main rail line provided many challenges which needed to be 
overcome - including the main road. However, it provided an opportunity to build on a ‘raidialisation’ 
of the township around the existing transit line. It was interesting that massing of built form was kept 
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DUSK/PARTLY CLOUDY
LRT STATION 3D

FIG. 160
Sketch render showing 

conceptual scene around 
transit station and in the 

plaza. Dusk, partly cloudy, 
looking north.

relatively small scale. By breaking the buildings up into smaller fragements allowed a walkable village 
to be created - leaading to discovery of may intimate spaces in the master-plan. Ensuring that both 
modes of transport are addressed was key. It made sense to incorporate the scenic rail into the plan 
as the proposal attempts to create a destination of Rolleston - whether for commuters or tourists 
alike. It was important to ensure connection to the existing township is maintained. Utilising the 
existing radial roads helped provide this, with both physical and visual connections present. Providing 
an abundance of public-oriented amenities was a key attribute - such as space for public gatherings, 
celebration, green spaces and so on. 
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FIG. 161
Main axonometric of proposed scheme.
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FIG. 162
East-west section through proposed scheme - focusing on relationship between the buildings, public spaces, and 

the trainsit plaza in the centre.
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FIG. 163
Diagrammes of various elements.
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SHARED PATHS

6.30 AM

FIG. 164
Render.
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TRANZALPINE PLATFORM AREA

9.30 AM

FIG. 165
Render.
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FROM STATION LOOKING EAST

11.00 AM

FIG. 166
Render.
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PLAZA & STATION

12.00 PM

FIG. 167
Render.
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STREET VIEW

12.30 PM

FIG. 168
Render.
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RETAIL HUB NEAR CINEMA

12.50 PM

FIG. 169
Render.
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RETAIL HUB

1.30 PM

FIG. 170
Render.
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SHUTTLES

5.00 PM

FIG. 171
Render.
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SHARED PATHS

5.30 PM

FIG. 172
Render.
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STATION AT NIGHT

10.30 PM

FIG. 173
Render.
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FIG. 174: Final presentation.
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FIG. 175: Final presentation with model.
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FIG. 176: Model.
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This research proposal, has investigated Christchurch urban shift, its ‘move out.’ 
Satellite towns on the periphery of the city have received large levels of growth – resulting 
in establishment of new housing subdivisions. Current urban growth plans, emphasise 
the importance of growth in satellite towns, with greenfield land being developed in great 
quantities. Consequently, symptoms of vehicle dependant urban sprawl have developed 
more explicitly, attempting to meet demands for housing. Sprawl had started from the 
introduction automobiles to Christchurch, leading to the city’s urban form being spread 
out and polycentric. Specifically, new sprawled developments, are failing to facilitate 
healthy communities by creating large car parks, wide roads, and diminishing pedestrian 
friendliness. It causes an influx of more vehicles to these areas – leading to traffic 
congestion. Motorway projects to counter this will eventually fail to provide positive long-
term results, brought about by the transport land-use cycle. A suitable, long term solution 
to the transport problems must be sought to deal with refocusing sprawled development 
– and reducing private vehicle/road priority. 

Prioritisation of road transport in everyday life, has quashed attention for 
alternative transport options, such as public transport. Thus, establishing social attitudes 
favouring private vehicles and private vehicle ownership, leading to Christchurch having 
one of the highest vehicle ownership rates in the world. This, among other primary factors, 
is leading to low ridership of the existing public transport network. Therefore, targeting 
social attitudes is a key factor that must be implemented to encourage a decrease in the 
city’s car based sprawl.

Despite transport having a diverse history in the city, from bicycles to the 
tramways, private road transport continues to dominate the city’s future. Significant 
proposals aimed at improving transport to/from and around the city have encouraged 

13.0C.
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cycling, and emphasise the importance on providing a ‘variety’ of transport options, 
however still promote and prioritise road transport. The lessons from the past have gone 
unnoticed, with little consideration for mainstream rail use in the future. The importance 
of public transport in cities, socially, economically and environmentally outline the 
potential benefits alternative transport could have on future urban development. Creators 
of the proposals need to identify these benefits, and identify the consequences of the 
existing situation. They also need to look long term – and understand what is best for 
the ‘people’, opposed to what is best for ‘their people’. Essentially, these proposals lack 
substance.

This proposal emphasises the importance of the role public transit can play on 
refocusing development. It is fundamental, to promote a network that is multi-modal, 
provides variation and maintains higher priority than road-based vehicles, to target people 
with different characteristics and lifestyles. Development must intensify around transit 
stops and stations, which have been established along effective transit corridors. 

Instead of proposing a full retrofit of the transit network, emphasis on developing 
an area symptomatic of sprawl is favoured. The outcome proposes a radical and possibly 
‘offensive’ solution, causing a change of development patterns through replacement of 
the ‘town centre’ around the existing rail line – to centralise transit. This architectural 
intervention is an instigator, to spark this change in development. It also can be viewed 
as an exemplar, displaying the possibilities of how prioritising public transit can contrast 
modern car-oriented development.
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AT - Auckland Transport
CBD - Central Business District
CCC - Christchurch City Council
CCDU - Central City Development Unit
CCO - Council Controlled Organisation
CERA - Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority
CHCH - Christchurch 
CTOD - Center for Transit Oriented Development
ECan - Environment Canterbury
EV - Electric Vehicle
GDP - Gross Domestic Product
HRT - Heavy Rail Transport
LINZ - Land Information New Zealand

LURP - Land Use Revovery Plan
LRT - Light Rail Transport
MoT - Ministry of Transport
NZTA - New Zealand Transport Agency
Ōtautahi - Māori name of Christchurch
PRT - Personal Rapid Transit
PV - Photovoltaic (Solar Panel)
RLTP - Regional Land Transport Plan
RoNS - Roads of National Significance
SH - State Highway
T.O.D. - Transit Oriented Development
UDS - Urban Development Strategy
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Appendix 1. Exploring the problem
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Appendix 2. Reviewing 
opportunities for a CBD 
station.
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Appendix 3. CBD Station conceptual design process sketches 
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Appendix 4. CBD 
Station conceptual 
design process 
sketches 
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Appendix 5. CBD 
Station conceptual 

design process 
sketches 
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Appendix 6. The transit 
experience sketch.

Appendix 7. Reviewing 
the roles transport can 
be used to solve the 
problem/s.
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Appendix 8. Determining what is along the proposed transport routes.
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Appendix 9. Rolleston intervention sketches. (Refer to 
design process/section 10)
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Appendix 10. Rolleston station ‘mountains and plains’ design concept.
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Appendix 11. Looking at a 
station near the airport. Appendix 12. CBD station design investigation
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Appendix 13. Transit oriented town centre in Rolleston.
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Appendix 14. Planning for Rolleston station at the 
heart of a town centre/civic centre.
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Appendix 15. Rolleston station design development introducing contextual elements into form.
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Appendix 16. Development of Rolleston station (concept 1).
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Appendix 17. Development of Rolleston station car parking (concept 1).
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